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Part I 
Introduction 
1 . A Brief History of the Nearly Unstable AR model 
For fixed г G IN* = [S \ {0} consider the autoregressive AR(r) model 
Yt + Ä ^ - i + +ßrXk-r = ek, к =1,2, . 
Xo = X-i = = X i-r = 0, (1> 
where Sk is the (unobscrvable) random disturbance (innovation) at time к and ßi, ,ß r are 
unknown real-valued parameters The least squares estimator (LSE) of the parameter vector 
based on the real valued observations Λ'ι, , X
n
 minimizes 
Σ ^
= 1 ( λ * + / ? 1 * λ - 1 + +βτΧί-τ? 
as a function of β and is given by 
& = - E L ^ *-1 ^-O"1 Σ"=ιXk *^-1· (2) 
where 
Xk = (^k,Xk-l, >^fc-r+l) 
and where the transposition of a vector (or matrix) χ is as usual denoted by x' The polynomial 
ψ defined by 
φ) = 1+β
ι
ζ + +ßTzr 
is called the chaiacterisbc polynomial of the AR(r) model 
When all roots of φ arc outside the unit circle, the model is said to be asymptotically stationary 
Under the assumption that the e*'s are 11 d with E ek = 0, IE ε\ = σ
2
 G (0, co), the LSE of β 
is asj mptoticdlly normal 
- ( ^ L , ^ - i ^ - i ) 1 / 2 ( 3 „ - / 3 ) Ал;(0,1), as n-юо, (3) 
where — • denotes convergence in distribution, N
r
 is the r-dimensional normal distribution and 
I is the unit matrix (see Mann and Wald [15] and Anderson [1]) By another normalization 
-yß(ßn-ß) -ΑΛ' , (Ο,Σ), a s n - ю о , (4) 
for some covanance matrix Σ 
When ψ has no roots inside the unit circle but at least one root on the unit circle the model is 
said to be unstable It has been shown by White [19] that in the case of the unstable AR(1) model 
2 
\ k -= ß\k_x 4- Sk к > I, with β = 1 the random variables fi(/3„ - β) converge in law to a 
random variable 
ν LW(t)dtt(t) £ 
where Vt'(<), f > 0 is a standard Wiener process In cast of thi unstabl« AR(r) model С han 
and Wei [7] proved that with suitable г χ г normalizing matrices 6„ the sequence S~i(ßn β) 
converges in law and gave a representation of the limit distribution This representation involves 
multiple stochastic integrals with respect to Wiener processes and has a very complicated form 
Connection with Econometrics 
A special case of the unstable A R ( Î ) model has been studied extensively in the field of econometrics 
In econometric literature, an AR(r) model is called integrated of order d if ψ has d roots equal 
to 1 and all its remaining roots are outside the unit ( irele (cf Boswijk [Λ], page I,!) The model in 
the case d — 1 is known as а со integrated model (cf Boswijk [4] page 2r)) 
The Nearly Unstable Model 
The fundamental difference between (4) and (5) concerning the normalization and the obtained 
limit distribution led to the study of the following nearly unstable AR(1) model also known in the 
hteiature as the nearly nonstationary AR(1) model 
X£ - ¿ „ Λ ^ + ε " , ¿ = 1 2 ,7i 
Y? = Ü, 
where β
η
 = 1 + y/η and η e Ν* It has been shown bv Chan and Wei [5] [6] that 
{ti * Ht) dt) 
(b) 
( • ) 
where 1 (ί), t (Ξ [О 1], is an Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process defined as the solution of the stochastic 
differential equation 
dì(t) = -fì(t)dt + dW(t), >(0) = 0 (8) 
where II (¿) / > 0, is a standard Wiener process The equation (8) is called the continuous timt 
AR(1) model By another normali7ation we have 
v fÏY{t)dW(t) 
„(ft, β
η
) ^ J¿y4t)dt [ > 
(see, for example, Phillips [16], Jeganathan [11] Dzhapandze Kormos, van der Meer and van 
Zuijlen [9]) 
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Recently, Jeganathan [11] has considered nearly unstable AR(r) models, ι e , models near to an 
unstable AR(r) model 
fXJT+/»i„Xjf_1+ +A„-Yjf_r = eS, t = l,2, ,n 
where the vector of parameters 
ßn = ( A n , ,Α-η)' 
is given by 
where 
/J = (ft. , £ ) ' 
is a known vector such that the polynomial 
φ(ζ)-1+βχζ+ +ßrZr 
corresponds to an unstable AR(r) model {¿„} is the sequence of normalizing matrices as used 
in Chan and Wei [7], and 
T n = ( 7 i n , ,7m) ' 
is a sequence of vectors with 7 n —> 7 Jeganathan [11] proved in 1991 that the random vari-
ables ¿ñ1 {ßn — ßn) converges in law and gave a very complicated representation for the limiting 
distribution in terms of multiple stochastic integrals with respect to Wiener processes 
Discrete Models and Continuous Models 
To the best of my knowledge Arato has been the first who studied the relation between discrete 
and continuous time models In Arato [2], page 193 he remarks (using a notation which differs 
from the notation below) that in the continuous time AR(1) model the explicit formula for the 
characteristic function of the maximum likelihood estimator 7 can be given The equidistanced 
discretization of the continuous sampling leads to a discrete time model and gives the approximate 
distribution of the normalized discrete estimator /3„ On page 197 Arato states that the normalized 
estimator /3„ is uniformly asymptotically normal if \ß\ < 1 — e for some arbitrary t > 0, 1 e , 
sup i(yfc(ßn-ß),z) -Ю, 
/3€[-l+el-£] v ' 
where d is a certain metric which characterizes weak convergence and ζ a certain Gaussian random 
variable Furthermore, he remarks that this uniform asymptotic normality does not hold for all 
/J 6 [-1,1] 
Later Kormos [12] and Kormos and Piterbarg [13] discussed the relation between discrete and 
continuous time models in connection with the hypothesis testing of nonstationanty for a Gaussian 
autoregressive time series 
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2 . Motivation 
The main aim of this thesis is to clarify the relation between discrete and continuous time models, 
where, intuitively speaking, the continuous time model acts as a 'limit, model". We restrict, our­
selves to (he case whore the discrete model is the nearly unstable AR(r) model and the continuous 
model a stochastic differential equation. Throughout the thesis (with only one exception) all the 
coefficients and parameters are complex numbers. This leads to complex random variables, which 
allows us to use more simple notation compared with the real setting in a part of the existing 
literature. 
Since the nearly unstable AR(r) model is given by 
ƒ X£ + Α,,,ΛΧ.! + . . . + /?г,„Л';_
г
 = e j , fe = 1,2,..., η 
this model can be seen as a stochastic difference equation and it. is obvious to link this model with 
a stochastic differential equation. To make this idea mathematically rigorous, we need the help of 
Functional Analysis, namely the theory of operators on a Danach space. This approach proves to 
be a very fruitful and elegant method. 
Advantages of t h e Use of Operators 
The use of operators has the following advantages: 
(i) the two main theorems, namely Theorem 5.6 and Theorem 5.7 of Part II, are applicable beyond 
the nearly unstable AR(i') model (see Chapter 1Ü of Part II) and we can ease the condition on the 
innovations ε^ (see the remarks below Theorem 6.2, Corollary 8.6 and Theorem-9.9 in Part II); it 
is shown that this new condition on the innovations is in fact equivalent, with weak convergence of 
the processes generated by the nearly unstable AR(r) model (see Theorem 9.9), 
(ii) the connection between the nearly unstable AR(r) model and the continuous time model given 
by a stochastic differential equation is clarified, 
(iii) it can be shown in an easy way that in the nearly unstable AR(1) model defined by (6), 
instead of J„ = 1 + 7/11 one can take any sequence ßn with n(ßn — 1) converging to some constant 
• > • 
3 . Outline 
The thesis is divided into three parts, where Part I is the introduction. Part II mainly addresses the 
problem of weak convergence of the processes generated by the nearly unstable AR(r) model and in 
Part III we mainly study the several least-squares estimators and maximum-likelihood estimators 
linked with nearly unstable AR(r) models and certain stochastic integral equations. 
Outline of Part II 
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In Part II the observations generated by the nearly unstable AR(r) model are expressed as a 
random step function, which is clarified in Chapter 4. Theorem 5.6 and Theorem 5.7 are the 
main results and link the weak convergence of these step functions with the convergence of certain 
integral operators. These operators play an important role in the thesis. In the preceding chapters 
1 till 4 preparations are made for Theorem 5.6 and Theorem 5.7. In Chapter 1 general results 
concerning operators on Banach spaces are given. We introduce the concept of convergence of 
operators and a generalization of a well-known theorem of Functional Analysis is derived (see 
Theorem 1.7). Chapter 2 introduces two important operators on the vector space <Πη, which will 
play an important role in the thesis, namely the backshift operator and the rotation operator. In 
Chapter 3 we study an appropriate space of cadlag functions (i.e., right-continuous functions with 
existing left limit) and we define the uniform topology and the so-called Skorokhod topology on this 
space. Furthermore, integral operators are introduced (Theorem 3.6, Corollary 3.7 and Theorem 
3.8). In Chapter 4 the idea of the embedding of С " in the above-mentioned space of cadlag 
functions is explained. In Chapter 6,7,8 and 9 we study several nearly unstable AR(r) models and 
apply Theorem 5.6 and Theorem 5.7 several times. In Chapter 9 we show the following useful result 
for co-integrated models: we can omit, without loss of generality, the so-called stationary part of 
the characteristic polynomial φ„ (Theorem 9.2). Finally, in Chapter 10 we give weak convergence 
results for the nearly unstable A R M A ( Ï - I , I ' 2 ) model. 
Outline of Part III 
In Part III we mainly study several least-squares estimators and maximum-likelihood estimators 
linked with nearly unstable AR(r) models and certain stochastic integral equations. In Chapter 1, 
2 and 3 the continuous-time models are studied. Firstly, we derive, with the help of some results 
formulated by Arato [2], a formula for the Radon-Nikodym derivative of measures generated by 
certain stochastic differential equations (see Theorem 1.1, Chapter 1). Secondly, we introduce the 
maximum-likelihood estimator (MLE) of the vector of coefficients (Theorem 2.6. Chapter 2) and 
of the vector of roots (Corollary 3.2) of a certain stochastic integral equation. In Chapter 4 we 
study, in addition to the parameters ßhn given by (10), another system of parameters. We will 
show that there is a linear 1-1 correspondence between ßhn — ßj and the added parameters (see 
Lemma 4.1), and we show that the new system of parameters converges to the coefficients of the 
stochastic integral equation (see Lemma 4.2). In Chapter 5 we explain the connection between 
quadratic forms and the Radon-Nikodym derivative. In Chapter 6 we introduce the least-squares 
estimator for the new system of parameters already defined in Chapter 4. Finally, we show the weak 
convergence of this LSE to a limit which is generated by the MLE-estimators already introduced 
in Chapter 2 (see Theorem 6.5). 
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Part II 
Weak Convergence 
1 . Operators on Banach Spaces 
In this chapter we study operators on Banach spaces Basic notions and related results can be found 
in Rudin [17] The main theorem of this chapter (Theorem 1 7) is an important generalization 
of a well-known theorem m the literature concerning convergence of thebe operators and will be 
applied in later chapters 
Let (X, || | |) be a Banach spare over the scalar field С and let the ¡.pace of operators of (X, || ||) 
into (Д',11 ||) be denoted by B(X, \\ | | ) , where an operator is assumed to be a continuous (ι e 
bounded) linear mapping Remark that in some of the literature the continuity in the definition 
of an operator is dropped We denote the identity operator on (X, || ||) by I 
Definition The so-called operator norm is defined on B(X, || ||) by 
\\A\\ =sup{ | |Ax | | xeX, | | x | | < l } 
This operator norm enables us to study convergence of a sequence of operators for A € B(X, \\\\) 
and {An} a sequence in B(X, || | |), we write An -» A iff | |Л„ — A\\ —)• 0 as η —• со 
Since B(X, | | | | ) , endowed with the operator norm is a Banach algebra (see Rudin [17], page 230), 
we have the following properties 
0) цліЦ < p u |И| for an χ e (,v, ц ||), A e В{х, \\ \\), 
(ii) ІИЗЦ < ЦЛЦ | | S | | for all А, В e B(X, II И), 
(in) (A + B)C = AC + BC and A(B + C) = AB + AC for all A, В, С e B(X, || ||) 
The following lemma will be applied in the next chapters for special choices of the Banach space 
(¿Mill) 
Lemma 1.1 Let {xn} be a sequence m (X,\\ ||) and let {An} be a sequence of operators m 
W.llll) 
(ι) If \\x„ - x\\ -• 0 and A
n
 -»· A, then \\A
n
x
n
 - Ax\\ -¥ 0, 
(n) îf \\xn\\ -»· 0 and | |Л„ | | is bounded, then \\А
п
х
п
\\ -*• 0, 
(in) if | | x„ | | is bounded and A
n
 -l· A, then \\A
n
x
n
 — Ax
n
\\ -* 0 
Proof, (ι) Since \\A
n
\\ is bounded we have 
HA,*,, - Ac | | < | | Α , χ „ - Λ „ χ | | + | μ „ χ - Λ χ | | 
< ||Λ,||||«„-*|| + μ
Β
-Λ[|n*n-»о, 
from which (1) follows Moreover, (11) and (in) are immediate from the inequalities | | Λ
η
χ „ | | < 
| И „ | | | | x„ | | and \\A
n
x
n
 - Ax
n
\\ < \\A
n
 - A\\ | | χ „ | | D 
The next lemmas give conditions for invertibility 
Lemma 1.2 For A 6 B(X, | | ||) with \\A\\ < 1 we have 
(i) I - A is mvertible and (I - A)-1 = Y%L0 Ak, 
(11)
 ^-
Λ
^-^Ί% 
Proof. The sequence { Σ
λ
_ 0 -4*}Α=Ο,Ι,2 IS a Cauchy sequence in 0(Л", || | |) and, because of 
completeness, also convergent in B(X, || | |) The limit is denoted by ^fcLo-^* Since 
oo oo 
ΣΑ"(Ι-Α) = (Ι-Α)ΣΑ' = Ι, 
t=o fc=0 
we conclude that (J — A)~l = Y^LQ Ak Moreover, (n) follows from the equality (ƒ — A)-1 — I = 
¿ΣΕ*** D 
Lemma 1.3 Let A € #(<*MI ||) and let {An} be a sequence m B(X, || ||) If An -¥ A and A is 
mvertible, then 
(ι) A
n
 is mvertible for η sufficiently large, 
(a) A-'^A-1 
Proof, (l) Let B„ = (A — А
п
)А~х Since B
n
 -> 0, | | S
n
| | < 1 for η sufficiently large Lemma 
1 2 (ι) implies that for η sufficiently large A
n
A~l = I — B
n
 is mvertible and hence A
n
 is mvertible 
for large η 
(n) Since for η sufficiently large AA'1 — I = (I — B
n
)~l — I', we find with the aid of Lemma 1 2 (n) 
ІИ; 1-^- 1 ! ! < WA-'WWAA-'-IW 
• 
The invertibility of certain operators will play an important role Therefore we introduce the 
following 
Definition For A £ B(X, || | |) we define the spectrum σ(Α) of A by 
σ(Α) — {λ e С XI - A is not mvertible} 
We mention the following well-known properties 
(ι) σ( 4) is compart and non-empty, 
(и) βιιρ<|λ | Xea(A)} < \\A\\, 
(in) <r(A) contains all eigenvalues of A, wheie λ € (Γ is, called an eigenvalue of A if there exists 
a non-zero χ С X such that Ax = \x 
The following lemma is a preparation for the main theorem (Theorem 1 7) of this chapter 
Lemma 1.4 Let A £ B(X, || | |) and let V be a compact iubset of (Γ \ σ(4) We have 
(•) 
(n) if A
n
 -> A, then 
s u p | | ( A / - 4 ) - l | | < o o , 
sup ||(A/ - Λ«)" 1 - (Λ/ - Л ) - * | | -»· 0 
Proof, (ι) Let G(B( f, | | | |)) denote the group of mvertible operators in B(.X, || | |) By Lemma 1 3 
the mapping Φ G(B(X, \\ \\)) -*• G(B(X | | | |)) defined by 9(A) = Л - 1 , is continuous Clearly the 
mapping h (Г \ <т( 4) —>• G(B(X, || |[)) defined by /i(A) — XI - A is also continuous Hence 9 o h 
is continuous, from which (ι) follows 
(nj For λ € V, let Bn
 λ
 = (A„ - A)(XI - A)'1 Since A
n
 ->· 4, (i) implies s u p A e v , ||fl„ λ | | ->• 0, 
and hence s u p A e V | | /3 n λ|| < 1 for sufficiently large η € rs With the help of Lemma 1 2 (n) we find 
for these η 
sup ||(A/ - 4) (M - ¿„J"1 - ЛІ = sup ||(/ - B
n A) > - /|| < - ^ ^ J ^ I L _, о 
λεν Aeí 1-ьир
Ае
 | |Я„
А
| | 
Finally, 
( А / - Л „ ) - І - ( А / - Л ) - 1 = ( А / - Ι ) " 1 ( ( λ / - \)[\I-A„)-l-I) 
and the desired result follows with (ι) Π 
The Contour-integral Representation 
For a complex polynomial ƒ with f(z) = Σ™
=0 at¡z
k
 where α^ £ ( ' , we define in an obvious way, 
the operator f (A) by Y%
=0akA
k
 for A e B(X,\\ \\) We will extend the definition of f (A) to 
holomorplnc functions with the aid of a contour integral representation For this we need the next 
theorem, which is known m the literature as Caiuhy'i Integial Гогтиіа for Derivative·, It will 
also be applied in later chapters 
Theorem 1.5 Let f be a holomorphtc function on an open set ! ' C C For z<¡ 6 U and a contour 
Γ surrounding Zo m U we have 
^ = ¿i>A ) ( A-*>~*~ l d A ' * = ( U ' 2 · 
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We are ready now to introduce f (A) for more general functions ƒ 
Definition Let A € B(X, || | |), let U be an open set m С with σ(Α) С U and let f be a holomorphic 
function on U. The operator f (A) is defined by 
f (A) = ¿ ƒ ДА) (XI - A)-ld\, (11) 
where Г г« α contour that surrounds σ(Α) m U 
Remark that the integral m this definition is an operator-valued integral which is independent of 
the choice of Γ. (Cf. Rudin [17], page 243 ) If ƒ is a polynomial, then this definition coincides with 
the "old" meaning of f {A), as can be seen as follows We choose f' = (Γ and Γ =: Гц, where Гд 
is a circle centered at 0 with radius Я > | |.4| |, such that Гц surrounds <r(A) On Г я we can write 
(XI — A)-1 in a power-series expansion' 
CO 
(XI-Α)'1 = Л - 1 ( / - А " 1 Л ) - 1 =^2X-k-lAk 
k=0 
Hence from Theorem 1 5 we have, with f(z) — Σ™
=0 a^z 
A 
- І - / f(X)(XI-A)-4X = E ( ¿ / f(X) Х-к-Чх) A« 
fc=0 * ' 
m 
The contour-integral representation of ƒ (A) in (11) has the following properties: 
Lemma 1.6 Let A E f?(A', || ||) and letU be an open set in € with σ(Α) С U. If f is a holomorphic 
function on U, then 
(i) σ(/(Α)) = /(σ(Α)), (this result is known as the spectral mapping theorem), 
(") 
\\f(A)\\<±-l(r)Bu9\\f{\)(\I-A)-l\\, ¿к лег 
where 1(Γ) is the length ofT. 
Proof, (i) See Rudin [17], Theorem 10 28 (b), page 244 
(li) There exists a smooth parametrization 7 [o, 6] —> Γ such that we can write 
f (A) = ^-.f fhW) b(t)I - A)-^'(t)dt. ¿πι J
a 
The desired result follows from Theorem 3 29 of Rudin [17], page 78 • 
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Convergence of Opera tors 
We are now ready to state the main theorem of this chapter, which is a generalization of Theorem 
10.27 of Rudin [17], page 244. 
Theorem 1.7 Let {A„) be a sequence in ß(-V,[| j|), .4 Ç ß(.¥,|| ||), U an opm subset of й' with 
<r(A) С U and let f
n
 and f be holomorphtc functions on U. If 
A„ —• .4 and ƒ„ -+ ƒ uniformly on f', 
then 
fn(A„)-H{A). 
Proof. Writing f(A),fn(A) and f„(An) in the integral representation (11), we can assume, 
without loss of generality, to have the same contour Г for all these integrals. (See also Rudin [17], 
Theorem 10.20. page 239.) Combining Lemma 1.4 (i) and Lemma 1.Ö (ii), we have 
||/„(A)-/M)|| = \Í¡-. I(Ш -№) (XI- А)-Ч\ 
II 27П J
v 
< ± l(V) sUp\\(f„(\) - f(\)) (XI - A)-l\\ 
¿Я А6Г 
< ^-ί(Γ) «ιρ |/„(Α)-/(λ) | я и р Ц Щ - Л Г Ч і -> 0. 
•'T АеГ АеГ 
Moreover, Lemma 1.4 (ii) and Lemma 1.6 (ii) leads to 
| | / » ( Л „ ) - / „ И ) | | = | | - L / /
n
( A ) ((\I-A
a
)-l-(\I-A)-x)dX 
II ¿πι Jr 
< І-/(Г) suplLMA) ((\1-А
п
Г
1
~(ХІ-А)-1)\\ 
2тг лег 
< J - Í ( D sup|/„(A)| sup lKAZ-AnJ- ' - iAZ-^) - 1 ! ! -• 0. 
¿τ лег Agi-
The theorem follows with the aid of the triangular equality. О 
If (T(A) is a singleton, then Theorem 1.7 simplifies to 
Corollary 1.8 If σ(Α) = {го}, U an open neighbourhood of ZQ and f holomorphtc on U, then 
Proof. Let η € N and 
M*) •= Σ ^ππ^ί-- —'«)"' for-~eC· 
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Without loss of generality, we assume Γ = BT(za) and ƒ holomorphic on Br{zo), where Br(z0) — 
{z 6 С : \z — ία; ^ /J lor sonic г > 0. Furthermore, we can assume 
ƒ«(-) -*• ƒ(-) pointwisc on Д
г
(;о)· 
Put го := r/2. let ζ € Brn(z») and let Г
г
 be the circle centered at го with radius r. With the help 
of Theorem 1.5 we find 
Л - ' ) - / n ( . - ) = ¿ J ƒ / ( A ) ( A - . - ) - l r f A - ¿ ( . - - r u ) * „ - . / f(X)(\-z0)-k-1 
¿7TI ƒ ρ *—' ¿7П / ρ 
dA 
= ¿ï/ r/w ((Α-r1-&-*)* 
= - / 
2τ' ./ρ, 
2 θ Γ * - ' Ι ^ 
1 f /(А) / ; - ; „ 
,
Г р
( А - . - ) U - . - 0 
so that with Lemma 1.6 (ii) 
and hence 
l / ( - - ) -ƒ»(•- ) !< (1/2)" sup |/(A)|, 
Aer, 
/ n ( : ) -* ƒ(-) uniformly on Д-о(-и) 
The desired result follows from Theorem 1.7 with Л„ — A. 
2 . The Backshift Operator and the Rotation Operator 
In this chapter we will apply the results of the first chapter with (Л', || ||) — (<T", || | |
m
„ r ) for fixed 
n f N , n > 2 , where for χ — 
е<Г 
\ * n / 
limai- := max | 0 ) * | -
* Ε ) 1 - .n} 
Remark that for convenience we sometimes write j'(,- instead of (x)k-
We define two operators on € n which play an important role in later chapters. Remark that on 
C" each operator can be represented a s a n x n matrix. 
Defini t ion The backshift matrix В is the η χ η matrix given by 
/o o\ 
1 о 0 
В := 0 1 0 0 
\ 0 0 1 0 / 
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and for A G С" we define tht η χ η rotation matrix Ί\ by 
( λ " 1 Ο Ο \ 
П 
Ο Α"
2
 Ο 
Ο 
Ο 
Α-<"-ι> ϋ 
Ο Α"" / 
Remark that Β and Ί\ depend on η, but for convenience we suppres this in the notation, It is 
easy to verify that Τχ = T¿ if |A| = 1, where A denotes the complex conjugate of A. 
In the following lemma some properties of В and T\ are gathered: 
Lemma 2.1 We have 
(i) B" = 0, 
(ii) I -XB is im-ertibli: for all A e € and (I - Ai?)"1 = £" n = ' , Am B"\ 
(iii) <r(/i) = {0}. 
(¡v) | | Я | | = 1 . 
(ν) ||(/-АОГ'П < 1 for |A|< 1. 1- |A | 
(vi) ЦТлЦ < 1 ^mr>it/írf |A| > 1. 
(vii) ΒΤχ = Α7ΆΒ for all A G €* . 
Proof, (i) Trivial. 
(ii) It follows from (i) that 
n - l r » - l 
(7-AS) 52 Am £ m = (^A'"B m ) (7-A#) =7, 
»1=0 ш = 0 
hence ( ƒ - A ß ) " 1 = С Г І Л ' " Д т · 
(iii) For λ / O w f have I—XB is inverlible iffB —A_17 is invertible. Since (ii) leads Lo σ(Β)\{0} = 0 
and σ{Β) is non-empty, (iii) follows. 
(iv) Let r £ C " . Since 
(|7J*||
m
„j· = max \{Bx)k\- max \(т)к\ < ||í||m<iri 
λ·6{ι, ,n} fce{i. π - i } 
we have | | # | ] < 1. Taking j -
u
 = (1,0 0)', we obtain | | Д і 0 | | l k o | U r . t h u s | | f l | | = l. 
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(ν) Since (I - A S ) " 1 = Σ„
=0 X
mBm, we have from (iv) for |A| < 1 
||(/-Afl)-l|| < ¿ІАГЦДІГ 
m=0 
CO 
< Σ Ι Λ Γ 
m=0 
1 
1 - | A | ' 
(vi) This follows directly from the definition of T\. 
(vii) For к > lwehaveA(TAB*b = А " * * - 1 ) ^ ) * . ! = (T A i ) f c _i = {BTxx)k. Moreover, λ ( Γ λ Β ι ) ι = 
0 = (ВГлі) і . • 
3 . Integral Operators on the Space of Cadlag Functions on 
[0Д] 
In this chapter we define integral operators on a certain function space, which play an important 
role in later chapters. The main results are Theorem 3.6, Corollary 3.7 and Theorem 3.8. 
Let / £ N ' be a fixed number. The space of right-continuous functions on [0,1] with existing 
left limits and values in C ( is denoted by ίλρΐ[0,1]. We simply write D<^[0, I] for D^i[0, 1]. 
Remark that CV.i[0, 1], the space of continuous functions on [0,1] with values in € , is a proper 
subset of O/p([0, 1]. Furthermore, if χ € D,pi[0,1], then we often use the vector notation: ι — 
(χι, I T , · . ·, Χι)', where the coordinate-functions Xj are elements of D^ [0,1]. The Euclidean dis­
tance on R 2 ' leads to a distance function | . | on C' . Remark that sup t e r 0 ti |x(i)l < °° if 
x G Dfni[0,1]. We have the following: 
Definition The so-called sup norm || ||i on ол-.і[0, 1] is defined by 
| |z | | i := sup |x(/)|. 
fe[o,i] 
We write || || for || | | i . Since (£>ц-и[(), 1], || ||i) is a Banach space, we can apply the results of the first, 
chapter with (X, || ||) = (D(pi[0,1], || | | i). It is clear that the sup norm induces a complete metric 
on D(pi[Q, 1]. A major drawback is that /Xpi[0,1], endowed with this metric, is not separable. We 
have, however, the following theorem: 
Theorem 3.1 Let Ή be the collection of all continuous, strictly increasing functions A : [0, 1] —> 
[0,1] with A(0) = 0 and A(I) = 1. (We say that such a function is a change of time.) There is a 
metrizable topology on D/pi[0, I], called the Skorokhod topology, for which D¡ni[0,1] is Polish, i.e. a 
separable complete metric space, and which is characterized as follows: a sequence {α„} converges 
to a if and only if there is a sequence {A„} in Ή such that 
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(i) s i ip„ e [ O i l ] |A n ( i ) -Äl->-0 . 
(») suP5€[o i] h n o An(s) - tt(s)| -> 0. 
The proof of Theorem 3.1 ran be found in Jacod and Shiryaev [10]. page 292-299. In this proof 
a metric is defined explicitly, turning Dfni [0.1] into a Polish space. This metric is called the 
Skorokhod metric and we denote it by p. We omit this proof, since it sheds very little light on the 
significance of the topology. In fact, the meaning of the Skorokhod topology is fully embodied in 
the characterization of Theorem 3.1. 
Proper t ies of the Skorokhod Topology 
The next proposition gives the connection between the Skorokhod topology and the uniform topol-
ogy. See also Proposition 1.17 of Jacod and Shiryaev [10], page 292. 
Proposi t ion 3.2 For a stquinct {«„} in Ζλρΐ[0, 1] and α ε Ιλ,.ι[0. 1] we Ііа ь 
(i) \\a„ - α\\ι —> 0 implies p(a
n
,a) -f 0, 
(¡i) p(o¡„,a) —> 0 implies \a„(t) — ο·(/)| —»• 0 ¿ti all continuity points t of a, 
(iii) if a is continuous, then ||o„ — o||/ —• 0 iff p(an,a) —> 0. 
Proof, (i) If | |a„ — rv||f -> 0, the conditions (i) and (ii) in Theorem 3.1 are met. with A„(.s) = s 
for all /ι. 
(ii) and (iii) Assume that p(n
n
,a) —• 0 and let {A
rl} in 7ί be such that the conditions (i) and (ii) 
in Theorem 3.1 hold. Let * be a continuity point of a. The first condition of Theorem 3.1 yields 
\a о A~1(s) — a(.s)| —> 0. Moreover, 
| |α„ ο λ „ ο λ ~ ι -о о А"11|/ = | |о„ о λ
η
 - η | | ( ->• 0 
by the second condition of Theorem 3.1. We have 
\a
n
(s) - n(s)\ < \\a„ ο λ„ о A" 1 - а о Х~у\\, + \ao A"1 (s) - o(s) | , 
which implies (ii). If o. is continuous on [0,1], then a is also uniformly continuous on [0. 1], hence 
sup|rv„(.S') - t t ( s ) | < | | a„ о X
n
 о A" 1 - а о Х~г\\і + \\a о X~l - n | | / , 
which implies (iii). D 
We remark that (£>,«./[0, 1], p) is "exotic" in the following sense: 
(i) as "abstract" spaces, one may of course identify £>jpi[0,1] with the cartesian product 
(D(P [0,1])'. The Skorokhod topology on D,pi[0,1] is, however, strictly finer than the product 
topology of ( D C [0,1])', 
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(и) we may have a„ —• a and ßn —• β for the Skorokhod topology in D^i [0, 1], and still o n + βη 
not converging to ο + β In other words Ол-.і[0,1] is not a topological vector space To see 
this, consider the identity 
Г ( % ' [ 0 1], Il III) -> (Dc,[0A], ρ) 
By Proposition 3 2 (ι), this bijective linear map is continuous If the Skorokhod topology 
would be a vector topology, then Banach's open mapping theorem (see Rudin [17], Theorem 
2 11, page 47) would imply that the uniform topology and the Skorokhod topology are 
identical 'Ihis is, of course, not true 
The next lemma states that the topology on (Dg*i[0, I], || ||/) is in fact the product topology 
Lemma 3.3 For sequences {а
п
\ гг> Др'[0і 1] the two following \tatt minti are equivalent 
(ι) ||or
n
||/ —• 0 as η —ν oc, 
(и) | |o j „Il —> 0 о* η -> эо foi all j € {1, 1} 
Proof. We have for all j £ {1, ,/} the following inequality 
ι 
IK «и2 < iKii? < Σ и«* "li2 
The next lemma is a preparation for Theorem 5 6 and Theorem 5 7, which can be seen as the 
two main theorems of part II 
Lemma 3.4 For every j £ {1 / } , let {Aj „} be a sequence of operators %n ß(£V<[0,1], || ||) 
such that Aj „ —> Aj £ Β(ϋ(τ· [О, 1], || ||) Let the sequence of mappings 
G
n
 (O
c
„[0 1], (D
€
,[0,i], 
be defined by 
G„(x) = 
where A„ ¡4 the I χ I matrix with operator entries given by 
I AXn 0 0 λ 
0 A2n 0 0 
A„ = 
Λ-ι ,η 0 
О Д/„ / 
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and let the mapping 
be defined by 
C:(DC .[0,1], | | | | / ) - » ( ß C " [ M . IIIU) 
G(x) := 
Air 
where A is the Ι χ Ζ matrix with operator entries, given by 
I л. η о ^ 
0 
A : = 
О Л,_і 0 
о о A, у 
ГЛеп ше Лапе: 
(i) G is continuous, 
(ii) | |G„(ir>) — í j(in) | |2 i -* 0. provided \\xn\\i ¡s α bounded sequence. 
Proof, (i) Let | |x„ — x||¿ •+ 0. Lemma 1.1 (i) with An = A leads to 
| | ( Λ *
η
) , - ( Λ * ) , | | = | | Α , * , ,
η
- Λ , * , | | - » 0 for all j 6 {1, ..,1}. 
Using Lemma 3.3, we find 
| | Α Ϊ „ - Ai | |/ -+ 0, 
hence 
Ax
n 
χ 
AT 
0 | | G ( * „ ) - G ( * ) | | W = 
(ii) It follows directly from Lemma 1.1 (iii) that 
\\А],
п
х,,п - AJXJA -* 0 for all j e {1, . . . ,*}, 
which implies 
| | A „ i „ - Α ι „ | | ( -»-0. 
Hence the desired result follows with Lemma 3.3. D 
Instead of Ζλρΐ[0,1] we use in the applications the subspace 
D
c
, i 0 [ 0 , l ] : = { * e D c . [ 0 , l ] : * ( 0 ) = 0}. 
It is not hard to verify that Lemma 3.4 also holds if we replace £>«-.! [0,1] by D-pi [0,1] and 
ß(D c [0 , l ] , | | | | ) byß(u C o [0 , l ] , | | | | ) . 
Integral Operators 
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The operators to be introduced below will play an important role in the sequel. 
Definition The sequence of integral operators {Λ„} in B(D^ „[0,1], [| | |) is defined by 
.lull 
(A„*)(<) := / " z(s)ds, (12) 
Jo 
and the integral operator Л e B(Dç
 0[0,1], || ||) is defined by 
(Az)(t) := f z{s)ds. 
Jo 
Furthermore, the sequence of difference operators {Δ„} in B(D¡r
 0[0,1], || ||) is given by 
( x(t)-x(t-І-), ì < t < 1 0, ° < < < ¿ 
Remark that | | Δ
η
| | < 2 and | | Δ
η
ι | | —>• 0 if and only if χ is continuous on [0,1]. 
In the remaining part of this chapter we derive properties of the sequence of operators {Λ„} and 
its limit Л. First of all we have 
Proposit ion 3.5 Л„ -» Л. 
Proof. Let ζ G Dç JO, 1] and | | г | | < 1, then 
| |Л„г - Лг| | = sup 
te[o,ι] 
/ z{s)ds < п - ' | г < п -
То study invertibility properties of the operators occuring in this chapter, we need the following 
important result. 
Theorem 3.6 <г(Л) = {0}. 
Proof. The proof is split up into two parts. Firstly, we show that Л € B(DQ
 0[0,1], || ||) is a 
so-called compact operator (see Rudin [17], page 97). For this we have to show that the collection 
of functions {Λι : | | г | | < 1} has a compact closure. It is not hard to verify that this collection is 
pointwise bounded and equicontinuous, i.e. 
(i) sup | (Λι) ( ί ) | < oo for all t £ [0,1], 
Ml<i 
(ii) For all £ > 0 there exist a S > 0 such that the following holds: if \t — s\ < S, then 
|(Λι)(<) - (Ai)(s) | < e for all χ e D
c o
[0,1] with | | i | | < 1, 
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which implies that Л is compact, according to the theorem of Arzela-Ascoli (See Rudin [17] page 
3 6 9 ) 
Secondly, we show that 0 is the only eigenvalue of Λ Remark that 0 is an eigenvalue with eigenvector 
ƒ{!} where 7^ χ j denotes the indicator function of the singleton {1} If Α φ 0 would be an eigenvalue, 
then there would exist a non-7ero χ E D^
 0[0,1] such that Λι = λ ι , or 
E(Í) = A"1 / x{s)ds . for all t e [0,1], 
Jo 
(13) 
so that χ is even continuous Using (13) again, it follows that ι is differentiable a n d i ' ( / ) = A - 1 r (<), 
hence x(t) — x(0) exp(A _ 1 i) Since x(0) = 0 and χ is non-zero, this leads to a contradiction We 
conclude that 0 is the only eigenvalue of Λ Finally, we use the following property of compact 
operators if A g σ(Λ), then A is eigenvalue or A = 0 (see Rudin [17], Theorem 4 25 (b), page 103) 
Since 0 is the only eigenvalue of Λ, the result in the theorem follows D 
The first application of Theorem 3 6 is 
Corollary 3.7 Let f be a holomorphic function on an open neighbom hood U of 0 
(ι) /(Λ) is invcrtiblc if and only if f {tí) φ 0, 
(..) ·ƒƒ(()) ¿ 0 then / ( Л ) - І ( Г
С [ ) [ 0 , 1 ] ) = С С о [ 0 , 1 ] 
Proof, (ι) With Iheorem 3 6 and Lemma 1 6 (ι) we find the following equalities 
σ
( / ( Λ ) ) = / ( σ ( Λ ) ) =ƒ({()}) = {ƒ(())} 
The statement is immediate now from the fact that ƒ (Λ) is invertible if and only if 0 ¿ σ(/(Λ)) 
(и) Remark that for the restriction of Λ to C(£
 o
[0,1], denoted by A|f _ [ο ι], we have 
A | c C o [ o i ] ( C C o [ 0 1] | | | | ) - > ( C C o [ 0 , l ] , | | | | ) 
Re-examening the proof of Theorem 3 6 leads to 
т ( Л | с
с
 j o ,j) = {0} 
N
 / ( λ ) ( 0 ) 
Let N e N and fN(z) = J ^ , zk It is not difficult to verify that 
fc=0 
• М Л ) | с
с
 Jo ι] = / J V ( A | C ( C jo i]) 
It follows now from Corollary 1 8 with z0 = 0 
Л А ) | с
С о
[ о і ] = ¿ m Ы Л ) | с
С о
[ о і ] 
= KMcç
 o[o 1]), 
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which implies 
<т(/(Л) |с
с
 jo,!]) = * ( Д Л |
С ( П o[o,i])) = Л<т(Л |с с jo,!])) = /({0}) = {/(0)}. 
We conclude with (i) that the operator 
/(A)lc C i 0 [o,u : (C C i 0 [0 ,1] , || | |) -f (C C i 0 [0 ,1] , || | | ) , 
is invertible, hence 
/(A)|C C i g[ô.i](CC i 0[0,l]) = 6 ' C i 0 [0 , l ] , 
and therefore 
/(A)- l(cc,0[o. il) = fW-4fW\cc¡j!,,i]{CC¡0l0, i])) = f(\)-l(fW(c€fi[o, 1])) = cCi0[o, 1]. 
D 
Integral Equations and Differential Equations 
Finally, we want to give the connection between a certain integral equation and a differential 
equation. 
Definition Let ƒ be a complex polynomial of degree r > 0 with /(0) = 1. For ζ φ 0 we define 
g(z) := * ' ( ƒ ( ! ) - 1) 
Remark that g is a polynomial of degree smaller than or equal to г — 1 and we have for ζ φ 0 
We are now ready for: 
T h e o r e m 3.8 Let j/o G D¡r¡
 0[0,1] be non-zero and continuous, ƒ a complex polynomial of degree 
г > 0 with /(О) = 1. Then у is a solution of the integral equation 
/ ( A ) y = A ' - 4 
if and only if у is a solution of the differential equation 
Í (9(fo)ydt-rdy('-V(t)=<iyo(t), 
I ¡/(*) exists, is continuous and non-zero, and j / * ' (0) = 0, for all к £ {0, . . . , r — 1}, 
where the connection between f and g is given in the definition above. 
Proof. Let y be the unique solution of the integral equation 
f(A)y^\r-1y0. 
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We prove by induction that for к = 0,1, , г — 1 we have 
j / * ' exists, is non zero and continuous, and j / (0) = 0 (14) 
Firstly, Corollary 3 7 (n) implies that (14) is true for к = 0 Secondly, suppose that for fixed 
fc e {0,1, , г - 2} (14) holds Then f(A)AkyW = Akf(A)y^ = A'-'ìfo, so that /(A)j/<*> = 
Ar~1~kyo and hence 
y(k) =
 А
г - і - *
и
 _
 ( / ( л ) _ J) „<*) 
We see that ¡/*) can be expressed as a differentiable function and the derivative is continuous and 
non-zero We conclude that (14) also holds for к + 1 Furthermore, the following equalities are 
equivalent 
f (А) у = Л г -Ч 
( / ( Л ) - 1 ) у = АГ-1(Уо-Уіг-1). 
( í ( | ) ) » * + d v ( , - , , ( í ) = dyo(í), 
from which the result follows О 
4 . Connection between Vectors and Step Functions 
In thib chapter the spaces C " and Dc¡
 0[0,1] will be connected by a mapping Φ It will turn out 
that Φ has some properties, which enable us to link certain operators on C " with integral operators 
on D(£
 0[0,1] (see Lemma 4 2 ) 
Definit ion Let η £ Ν* With a vectoi χ = (χι, , x
n
) ' ¡η С " we identify a step function Фх in 
D
€ 0[0,1] by 
ί Φχ(ί) = ( x ) [ n í ] t / ¿ < t < l , 
( Φχ(<) = 0 î / 0 < ΐ < i 
For example, in the case η = 8, the structure of the step function Φχ is clarified by the picture on 
the next page 
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X\ 
Х 
I 4 
, ι e 
1/8 2/8 3/8 
• 
4/8 
Θ 
5/8 6/8 7/8 
• 
8/8 
It is easy to see that Φ is a linear one-to-one mapping and 
||Φχ|| = max | ( i)* | = | |x| |
m a a :
 for all χ £ С 
k e { i , ,η} 
Theorem 4.1 Let A e ß(C", || | | m «) . We have 
\\ΦΑχ\\<\\Α\\\\Φχ\\ for all χ € С . 
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Proof. 
sup \*Ar{t)\ = max \{Ax)k\ < \\A\\ max \(x)„\ = \\A\\ | |««| | 
(6(0 1] * « 0 ."} fc6{l n} 
In the chapters 6,7,8,9 and 10 of part II we study several nearly unstable models In the setting 
of these models, we want to apply Lemma 3 4 where we choose the sequence of operators {A,
 n } 
in B(Dç
 0[0, 1], || [I) to be equal to Л„ + η - 1 / As a preparation we have the following lemma 
Lemma 4.2 Let f be a holomorphtc function on an open neighbourhood U of 0 For fixed η £ N 
we have 
(i) я л
п
 + п-ЧОео(Ф(сп), | | | |), 
(и) ƒ ( т Г ^ / - Я ) - 1 ) = Φ - 1 о f (Λ
η
 + п'Ч) о Φ 
Proof. Let г e С (Л„ + n'1 F) о Φ χ is a step function jumping in the points £ only Hence 
(Л„ +п~Ч) (Ф(€ п )) С Ф (€") , which implies 
(Л„ + іГ1І)т (Ф(С")) С Ф ( С ) for all m e Ν 
Let TV 6 Ν and fN(z) = E L O 1Цр-^ It is easy to verify that fN(\n + n~4) € б (Ф(С п ) , || | |) 
Since (I - В)'1 = Em=ü Bm> ' t follows that for к e {1, , η} we have 
η-ΐ((Ι - B)-lx)k = ¿ ( * ) m -
= / (Φχ) (s) ds + η - 1 (Φι) (-) 
Jo « 
= ((Λ„ + η - ^ ) 0 Φ χ ) ( - ) , 
η 
hence 
η - ' ( / - β ) - 1 = Φ - 1 ο (Λ„ + η _ 1 7 ) ο Φ 
It is not difficult to verify that 
( n - 1 ( / - B ) - 1 ) m = Ф " ' о(А
п
+п-Ч)т ο Φ for all m e Ν, 
and we conclude that fu ( n - 1 ( / - B ) - 1 ) = Ф _ 1 o fs (Λ„ + η - 1 / ) ο Φ Taking Ν -> οο, the 
desired result follows from Corollary 1 8 • 
5 . Weak Convergence Results 
In this chapter we derive theorems concerning weak convergence by using the results concerning 
operators on ( C , | |) and ( J D ^ I [0,1], || ||/) from the previous chapters However, the Skorokhod 
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topology still plays a role when studying measurabihty problems, which arise when we apply earlier 
results in order to prove weak convergence As announced earlier, the two main theorems of this 
chapter, or even of part II of the thesis, are Theorem 5 6 and Theorem 5 7 
The Definition of Weak Convergence 
We start with the notion of weak convergence on a metric space (S, d) 
Definition Let Cb{S) be the space of all bounded d continuous R valued functions on 5 5 is 
endowed with S, the σ-ficld of Borei sets of (S, d) We чау that a sequence P
n
 of probability 
measures on S converges to a probability measure Ρ on S, written P
n
 -¥ Ρ [S], if and only if 
[ fdP
n
 -+ Í fdP for every ƒ e Cb(S) (15) 
Since we have studied two different metrics on -D,r.i[0,1] generating two different σ-fields of Borei 
sets, we will meet in this section weak convergence for (Γ>ΑΙΙ[0, 1], ρ) and for (Ζλρι[0,1], || \\¡) 
Therefore we added [5] in the notation to avoid ambiguity We say that a sequence { 2
η
} ^ ! of 
iS-rnedsurable mappings with values in ( S, d) (or random variables with values in (S, d) ) converges 
weakly to a random variable Ζ iff Pz
n
 —• Pz [S] Notation Z
n
 —> Ζ [S] 
I he next theorem is the well known Portmanteau Theorem, which gives conditions equivalent to 
convergence of probability measures on S Recall that a set Л С 5 is called a d-continuity set of 
Po iff Ρο(δΑ) = 0, where SA is the ¿-boundary of A 
Theorem 5.1 For probability measures Pn and Ρ on S the following statements are equivalent 
(i) Pn->P[S\, 
(u) for all d-open U, hm i n f o c o P
n
(U) > P(U), 
(ш) for all d-closed F, hm s u p , , ^ P
n
(F) < P(F), 
(îv) for all d-contmuity sets A of P, hmn-+oo Pn(A) = P{A) 
Proof. See Dudley [8], page 303-304 D 
Definition Let Z>j denote the σ-field of Borei sets for the Skorokhod topology on D^i [0,1], let U\ 
denote the σ-field of Borei sets for the uniform topology on Ол-и[0,1] and let В denote the σ-field 
of Borei sets of ( C , | |) 
Lemma 5.2 
(0 Di С Hi, 
(H) Z>; restricted to C^i [0,1] coincides with Hi restricted to С,пі[0,1] 
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Proof, (ι) It follows directly from Proposition 3 2 (l) that 
/ (Г>
с
.[0,1], || | |) -f (£>
c
.[0.1], ρ) 
is continuous and hence measurable, so that the desired result follows 
(и) It follows from Proposition 3 2 (ι) and (in) that 
I ( C C . [ 0 , 1 ] , P ) - + ( C C . [ 0 , 1 ] , | | | | ) 
is a homeomorphism, which implies (n) D 
T h e Two Notions of Weak Convergence 
L e m m a 5.3 Let {P
n
} be a sequence of probability measures on U¡ 
(ι) Let Ρ be a probability measure on Vi with P(C^i [0,1]) = 1 Ρ can be extended to a probability 
measuie Ρ on U\ such that 
Pn^P [Vi] if and only if P
n
 -> Ρ [U,], 
(и) Let Ρ be a probability measure on Ui, then P
n
 -t Ρ [U¡] implies P„ —»• Ρ [Vi] 
Proof, (ι) We follow Bilhngsley [3], page 151 Since С|г.і[0,1] € V¡ Lemma 5 2 (и) implies that 
Α Π C(pi[0, 1 ] E P | if A 6 Hi Therefore it is possible to define 
Ρ (A) = Ρ (Α Π C
c
. [0,1]), A £ Hi 
It is not hard to verify that Р і ь а probability measure on U¡ arid if A e Vi, then 
P(A) = Р(АПС
€
,[0,1]) = P(A) - P(A\C
€
,[0,l]) = P{A), 
and we conclude that Ρ is an extension of Ρ Furthermore, for Λ in Hi, let Лц ц, denote its || | | j -
closure and Ap its ¿»-closure With Lemma 5 2 (n) 
Л | І І | 1 П С С . [ 0 , 1 ] = І 4 / , П С С , [ 0 , 1 ] , 
hence 
РІАщъ) = Ρ{Α
β
) = P[A,), 
and we conclude 
1ітзирР„(Л) < Р(Лц ц,) iff 1 ітзирР„(Л) < Ρ(Λ,) 
η—foo η—foo 
The result follows now with Theorem 5 1 (πι) 
(n) This follows from Lemma 5 2 (ι) and the definition of weak convergence (see (15) ), since a 
|| Hi-continuous It-valued function is also a p-continuous R-valued function D 
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The following theorem is an application of Lemma 5 3 
Theorem 5.4 LU {.\„ } Ы a sequence of random variables with values tn (DQ [0,1], ¡| ||) and let 
X„ —> 0 [V]. If {.·!„} ¡4 a sequence of operators in 0 (Dp[0 ,1] , || ||) such that \\An\\ is bounded, 
then 
\\AnXn\\^0[B]. 
Proof. Applying Lemma 5.3 (i) we find ,Yn — • 0 [U] Since the mapping || || : (D(g [0,1], || ||) —• 
(С, | |) is continuous, we have 
\\X
n
\\^0[B]. 
Since A
n
X„ is || | |-measurable and 
ІИп. „ | |< | |Л, | | | | х„ | | , 
we have 
\\A„X
n
\\ ^ 0 [B] 
D 
^-measurable Operators 
Next, we study the measurability of certain mappings. Therefore we have the following 
Definition We say that an operator Α £ B(0(p
 ()[0,1], || | |) is a 'p-measurable operator if A, seen 
as mapping 
( 0
Г і 0 [ 0 . 1 ] . р ) - » ( О с , о [ 0 . 1 ] . P)· 
is measurable. 
In later chapters, we have to verify that certain complicated operators like / ( Λ ) - 1 are p-measurable. 
The next lemma is a useful tool. 
Lemma 5.5 
(ι) V is generated by the projections 
* , : ( 0
c
[ O , l ] , p ) - + ( C , | | ) , 
defined by π ( ( ι ) := χ (t), / 6 [0,1], i.e. V is generated by the collection 
{π~ι{ν) V ев, / E [0,1]}. 
(¡ι) A is p-measurable operator if and only if nt о A is \ ¡-measurable for all t £ [0, 1], 
(iii) If Αι and A2 are p-measurable operators, then A\ + Ai is a p-measurable operator, 
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(i\ ) Ut {A
u
} be a sequence of p~measurable operatoli and let A„ —> A, then A is a p-mcasurable 
operatot 
Proof. (1) See Jacod-Shiryaev [10], Theorem 1 14 c) page 292 
(n) With the help of (l) we find that A is ρ- measurable if and only if 
which is equivalent with 
A-\v;l{v))ev for all v e в, «e [ο,ΐ], 
(щ о Л)"1 (V) e V for all ν e ß, r e [0,1], 
which is by definition equivalent with saying that π ( о A іь | |-meas>urable for all t {E [0 1] 
(in) 7Tt ο (Αι + Ai) — (π ( ο Α\) + (TTJ Ο A-¡) Since the sum of two | |-measurable mappings is again 
measurable, the desired result follows now with (n) 
(IV) \\Anx — Ax\\ —> 0 for all χ € D^ [0,1], hence with Proposition 3 2 (ι) we have p[Anx, Ax) —• 0 
for all ι 6 O(p[0,1] Now we apply Iheorem 4 2 2 of Dudley [8], page 95 О 
The Main Theorems Concerning Weak Convergence 
We are now ready for the two main theorems of part II, namely 'Iheorem 'J 6 and Iheorem 5 7, 
which links operator convergence and weak convergence, and which are applied extensively in the 
chapters 6,7,8,9 and 10 of part II 
Theorem 5.6 Ltt {X
n
} be a sequence of random variables tilth аішь in (/Xpi[0,1], [| \\i) and let 
X Ы a random variable with values in (Dg.i[0, \],p) whuh is tonlinuous almost surely hoi every 
j f {1, ,/}, let {A} „} be a siqutmc of operators m ß(A><p [0,1], || ||) such that A} „ —• A,, where 
A-, € B(Oqi [0,1], |] ||) and A} is a p-measurablc operator If 
X [Pi], 
then 
where A n ÍS the I χ I matrix with operator entries given by 
I 
A„ 
i n 
0 
0 
0 
0 
Ain 0 
Λ | - 1 η 
0 
0 \ 
0 
0 
Αι n j 
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and A is the I χ / matrix with operator entries, given by 
( Α. η 0 ^ 
0 
Αι 0 
0 A2 0 
0 
V о 
Λ,-i 0 
0 A, J 
Proof. In the proof we use the notation of Billmgsley [3] With the help of Lemma 5 3 (ι) we find 
Px„ -» Px [Ui] 
Hence with Lemma 3 4 (ι) and the continuous mapping theorem (Billmgsley [3], Theorem 5 1, page 
30) 
Px^oG-'^PxoG-^Ui,} 
Using Lemma 3 4 (n), we find 
Px„oG
n
-
x
^P
x
oG-l[U2l] 
With Lemma 5 3 (n), this implies 
Рх.оСп^-ьРхоСГЧ ,,] 
Since 4j is a /^-measurable operator, A is Pj-measurable, hence G is i> 2 i - m e a s urab le Since 
Ρχ=Ρχ onZ>,, 
it follows that 
from which the result follows 
P
x
 о G~l = Ρχ о G - 1 θηί>2!, 
T h e o r e m 5.7 Let {У„} and {Z
n
} be sequences of random variables with values in (Л,рі[0,1], || \\¡) 
with 
h
 η
{Αι „) 0 
0 f2n{A2n) 0 
о }(zla\ (Yln\ 
0 
О Л - і „ ( Л , _ і „ ) 0 
\ 0 0 fin(Ai„) ) \ Zi„ } 
where for all j g {1, ,1} we have 
(ι) {A, „} is a sequence of operators in Β(ΰ(^ [0,1], || | |) such that Ajn —> A¡, 
\ Yin ) 
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(и) σ(Α3 ) С Uj, U, open in С, 
( iiï ) / J n and f., are holomorphtc functions on U} with fjn—tfj uniformly on U3, 
(IV) f}(A3) is mvertible, 
(v) fjlAj) and fj(Aj)~l are p-measurable operators. 
Let Y be a random variable with values in (D^¡[0,l],p) and aisume that Y and'V~1Y are con-
tinuous a.s, where 
V : = 
/1И1) 0 
0 /2(^2) 0 
\ 
0 
V ° 
The following three statements are equivalent: 
(•) 
/l-lMl-l) 
0 
0 
z
n
^v-
lY[v,\, 
(Ü) 
(ш) 
Proof. Use Theorem 5.6, Lemma 1 3 and Theorem 1 7 to prove the equivalence of (1) and (111) 
Use Theorem 5.6 and Theorem 1.7 to prove the equivalence of (ii) and (iii). • 
We now want to apply Theorem 5.7 with A} = Л. Remark that it is not hard to verify that the 
theorems 5.4, 5 6 and 5.7 also hold when we replace ϋ^ι [0, 1] by D^i JO, 1] and B(DQ [0,1], || | |) by 
" ( ^ C o[0>l]i|l | | ) , which we need in the following chapters. First of all we study the p-measurability 
of/(A). 
Is /(Λ) a p-measurable Operator ? 
Theorem 5.8 Let U be an open neighbourhood of 0. If f is a holomorphtc function on U, then 
the operator f (A) is a p-measurable operator 
Proof. Firstly, we show that Λ is a p- measurable operator With Lemma 5.5 (ii) we know that 
it suffices to show that wt о Л is | ¡-measurable for all t e [0,1]. We follow Billingsley [3], page 121. 
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Let { i
n
} be a sequence in Dp
 0[0, 1] and assume that p(xn, x) —• 0 We conclude from Proposition 
3 2 (и) that |x
n
(·?) — z(*) | —t 0 for continuity points s o f i and hence for points s outside a set of 
Lebesgue measure 0 Since the x
n
 are uniformly bounded, 
(π { ο Λ)ι„ - (тГ( о Λ) ι | = I xn(s)ds - I x(s)di 
\Ja Jo 
We conclude that π ( о Л is continuous, hence | |- measurable 
Secondly, let ƒ be a holomorphic function on U and let 
Since Л is p- measurable operator, we conclude with Lemma 5 5 (in) that //ν(Λ) is p- measurable 
Finally, since σ(Λ) = {0} (Theorem 3 6), it follows with Corollary 1 8 that 
Л ( Л ) - > Д Л ) , 
hence with Lemma 5 5 (iv) /(Л) is> p- measurable О 
Lemma 5.9 If X is a random variable with values m ((Г", | | ) , then ФХ is | | \\-mcasurable 
Proof. Since | | is equivalent with || | |mai, 
Φ ( C M |) ^ ( Ö C [ 0 , 1 ] , || ||) 
is continuous, hence measurable The composition of two measurable functions is also measurable, 
and we conclude that ΦΧ is || Immeasurable О 
We also need a theorem for the sequence of difference operators {Δ
η
} , defined in section 3 
Theorem 5.10 Let {Φλ'„} 6e a sequence of random vanables with values »n (Dp
 0[0,1], || | |) and 
let X be a random variable with values in (Dp
 0[0, l],p) which is continuous a s If 
ФХ
П
 A χ [v]. 
then 
ι|Δ
η
Φ.Υ„|| Л о и 
Proof. For χ G Dp
 o
[0,1] let (Ax){t) = i ( ( ) - l i m , t ( i ( s ) The mapping F (Dp JO, l],p) -* 
( C , | |) «defined by 
F(x) - sup |Δι(<) | 
«Ê[O ι] 
Since F(x) = sup (gr0 я Ιιπίη-,οο \(nt ο Δ „ ) ( χ ) | , F is a | |-measurable mapping which vanishes on 
Cp
 0[0,1] This implies 
Ρχ({α F continuous in α}) > P
x
(Cp
 0[0,1]) = 1 
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Wc conclude with the continuous mapping theorem (Bilhngsley [3], Theorem 5 1, page 30 ) 
F<*X„ A FX [В], 
hence 
| | Δ „ Φ Χ „ | | = sup \ΑΦΧ
η
(ί)\-^ sup | Δ Χ ( ί ) | = 0 [В] 
ιφ ι] i6[o i] 
6 . An Application of the Main Theorem (I): the AR(1) 
Case with Root One 
For every η 6 N* let (Ω", Tn, V" ) be a probability space equipped with a filtration F " = 
(J7k)k=a ι η We consider the following nearly nonstable AR(1)-model 
í X¡=finX¡-l+eí, к e {1,2, ,η} 
\ XS = ο, 
where β
η
 = e""
1
" for a certain 7 € С and ε", ε", , ε" are complex valued random variables 
adapted to the filtration F " For every η £ Ν* we introduce the complex random vectors X„ = 
(Χ", ,Χ„Υ and ε
η
 = (ε", .ε«)' This notation is maintained through this thesis 
Definit ion For every n £ N ' and Λ £ С we define the complex polynomials 
^ л „ ( г ) = 1 - е л / " г , (16) 
fx«(z) = ex'n-n(ex'a-l)z (17) 
The nearly nonstable AR(1) model implies 
φ
Ί
η(Β)Χ
η
 = ε
η
, (18) 
where В is the backshift operator defined in Chapter 2 Remark that ψ\
η
 —^ ψ pointwise, where 
¡p(z) = 1 — ζ Since φ has root 1, we call this model the AR(t) case with root one We now want 
to rewrite (18) in the appropiate form Since for ζ ф 1 
Т^л-Ы^)). (19) 
(18) is equivalent to 
*»G47b))*»="- (2o) 
where 
M„ =(Ι-Β)~1ε
η 
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Applying Φ on both sides of (20), we obtain the following equivalent expression 
where for all i 6 [0,1] 
[nt] 
ΦΜ
η
 (<) = ]>>£, 
fc = l 
* * „ ( ! ) = X&(, 
With the help of Lemma 4 2 (u) wc find the appropriate form for the model 
Л,
П
(Л„ + П- 1 /)ФЛ:
П
 = ФМ
П 
The next lemma will help иь to verify condition (in) and condition (lv) of Theorem 5 7 
Lemma 6.1 We have for every A £ € 
(ι) /λ,η —> fx uniformly on bounded subsets of<C, where f\(z) = 1 — Az for ζ € С, 
(и) Λ (Λ) ι* invertible, 
(in) /or ζ e C ^ JO, 1] is f χ ( Λ ) - 1 (ζ) (/'fen by 
( A ( A ) - ' z ) (i) = z(<) + A / e^-^z(s)db, l € [0,1] 
Jo 
Proof. The proof of (i) іь trivial and will be omitted Moreover, (n) follows directly from Corollary 
3 7 (i) For the proof of (in), let ζ G Cçfi[0,1] and let y(t) - z(t) + A ƒ„' fA(' '>*(s)rfs Remark 
that t/ — ζ is differentiable and 
±[y(t)-z(t)} = A ( > e - A ' z ( < ) + A f A l ^ V A ' z ( s ) d s ) 
= λ(ζ( ί )+λ ƒ eA(t-'>z(s)dij ' 
= Ay(i) 
Hence y(t) — z(t) = A fQ y(s)ds, which means that (I — AA)y = ζ, or equivalcntly у = Д ( Л ) _ 1 г О 
We are ready now to apply Theorem 5 7 for the AR(1) ease with root one 
Theorem 6.2 Assume that M is a random variable with values m (D(p
 0[0,1 ], />) whtrh is con­
tinuous a s The following three statements are equivalent 
(0 
ΦΜ„ A M [V], 
(И) 
Φλ\, Α / , Ι Λ Γ ' Μ [ν], 
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(ш) 
Proof. Apply Theorem 5 7 with I = 1 ¡\ n( »ι r.) = Α „ ( Λ „ + η " 1 ƒ) ^ ( Л і ) - /7(Λ) Ζλ η = 
Ф\'п and >i „ = ΦΛ/„ Since σ(\) = {0} we will choose Γ to be a bounded open neighbour­
hood of 0 It follows from Lemma 5 9 that Φ \
η
 and Ф /„ are random variables with \alues in 
(Dç·
 ()[0, 1], || ||) To verify the ronditionb (ι) (in) (iv) and (v) of Theorem 5 7 use Proposition 3 5 
Lemma 6 1 (i) Lemma 6 1 (n) and Theorem 5 8 respectively Finally, Corollary 4 7 (u) implies 
that if M is continuous almost surely, then f~¡(A.)~lM іь also continuous almost surely ü 
It follows from Theorem 3 8 with r = 1 and гді = Vf that Y = Д ( Л ) _ 1 Л / is the unique solution 
of the stochastic differential equation 
ƒ dY(t) = -fY(t)dt + d\I(t) 
\ V(0) = 0 
Remark that for this sperial t jpe of stochastic differential equation we can do without the assump 
tion that M is a semi-martingale This can also be verified in another way since it follows from 
Lemma 6 1 (m) that Y (I) = M(t) + 7 ƒ„' е ^ ' - ^ М (s)c/s 
7 . An Application of t h e Main Theorem (II) : the Nearly 
Unstable Complex AR(2) Case with Two Different Roots 
on t h e Boundary 
l'or cverv 71 6 N* let (Ω" f ,Vn) be a probability space equipped with a filtration F " = 
(J7[)k=a 1 η We consider the following complex AR(2) model 
í X? + d i n X ? _ , + f t B \ j ? _ 2 = e¡·. * e {1,2 ,71} 
\ « ! = Y?=O, 
where ε" , ί ξ , ,ε" are complex random variables adapted to the filtration F™ The characteristic 
polynomial of the model is defined as 
φ
η
(ζ) = 1 + \ „ζ + β-, „ z 2 
Let Ξ = {Λ e С |λ | = 1} In the nearly unstable complex AR(2)- model we assume 
φ
η
{ζ) = {I - e^/n
 aiz) {I - e^'n a2z) 
for a certain a\ and a-¡ in Ξ and for a certain 7 = (71,72)' a complex vedor In this chapter we 
study the case where αϊ ф ao Ihis case is called the nearly unstable complex \R(2) case with two 
different roots on the boundary 
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Definition For every π G Ν* and A = (Αι, Аг)' € С" we define the polynomial 
çx n(z) := (1 - г л ' / "
 αι
ζ) (1 - ex''n a j r) . (21) 
Remark that y?-,,,, = y?r> and у?д
:
„ -> у? pointwise, where tp(z) := (1 — a\z) (1 — агг). 
The nearly unstable complex AR(2) model with two different roots on the boundary model implies 
φ
Ί
.η(Β)Χ
η
 = ε „ . (22) 
Remember that the rotation operator T\ has been defined in Chapter 2 for A £ <D*. 
Theorom 7.1 For η e Ν* and j fc {1.2} u-f /mut 
T
°> ( ' 7 - 1 " B J / ? ) r ^ = φ " ° ^ "(Λ"+""'7) ° φ · 
where f\ „ is defined m (17). 
Proof. Remark that with Lemma 2.1 (vii) we are back in the nearly unstable AR(1) model with 
root one, i.e., 
M і-а,в ì'^-mr- íbrjeíl.2}. 
Combining (19) with Lemma 4.2 (ii), we find with φ\
ι<η defined in (16) 
/ - л / - / J ' " V"(/-ö) 
Definition Let 
and let 
Remark that for t e [0,1] 
Х
аиП
:=(І-е^'"а-,В)Х
п
, 
X
a2,n--(l-^'lnaxB)Xn 
Mj,„ :=T
a
,(I -α3Β)-ιεη, j= 1,2. 
[ж] 
ФМ,,„(і) = ^2(Т
аі
€
п
)
к< j= 1.2. 
Proposit ion 7.2 For all η e IN* top have 
/
ъ
, п ( Л
п
 + / ι" 1 /) о Ф Т 0 і Л ' а „ п = ФМ,·,,,, j - 1 , 2 , 
where fll-n m defined in (17). 
Proof. X
a
,,n satisfies the equation 
(ЦС^К-с-*«-·.· >=,л 
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and by applying Ta¡ on both sides it follows with Theorem 7 1 that 
ф -
1
 о ƒ-,,,„(Л„ 4- η Ч)о<ЬТ«,Х
а
, η = Μ, η- J - 1.2. 
which leads to the desired result. D 
We are now ready to prove the following 
Theorem 7.3 Лььшш that Mi and M2 are random variable·, with values in (Da·
 (JO, l],p) it'huh 
are continuous a.s. The following timi staUmuits an tqunalmt: 
(i) 
(Ü) 
(ІІІ) 
/ ( Kl, ^ 
/,,(A)-M/i 
\ Α,(Λ)-Μί2 ; 
[Т>л 
ΦΜΐ,η 
ΦΜΐ,η 
Φϊ'α,-Υ,,,,η 
У ФГ
а
,Л'<,2,п ) 
Proof. Using Proposition 7.2, we find 
/ Λ,,,,ΙΛη + π-1/) о 
\ 0 fy„n(\„+n-4) 
Apply Theorem 5.7 with I = 2, ƒ,,,,.(A, „) = ƒ,, „(A„ f ггЧ). ƒ,(.-!,) = / - , , ( A ) .^ j •> = *7O,.Ya,,„ 
and "Vjin = ФМ3:П. Since <r(A) = {()}, we will choose I' to be a bounded open neighbourhood 
of 0. It follows from Lemma 5.9 that ΦΤ„, .Y„,,
n
 and ΦΑ/, „ are random variables with values in 
(Dj;
 0[0, 1], || II). To verify the conditions (i), (iii), (iv) and (v) of Theorem 5.7. use Proposition 3 5, 
Lemma 6.1 (i), Lemma 6.1 (li) and Theorem 5 8 respectively. Finally. Corollary 3 7 (ii) implies 
that if M] is continuous almost, surely, then ƒ, ( Λ ) _ ι Μ , is also continuous almost surely. D 
Weak Convergence of Processes not Depending on 7 
In Part III in the thesis we want to use weak convergence theorems in order to estimate the 
unknown parameter 7. Therefore we want to replace Ф'Г
аі
Х
аіП
 and ΦΪΌ,,ΛΥ,,,, in Theorem 7.3 by 
ΦΤ„, (I — UnB)X„ and ΦΧ„,(/ — <ц B)X
n
- The latter two expressions only depend on .\'„ (and a,) 
and not on 7. Such processes can be calculated from the observations, i.e they are a statistic. As 
a preparation we have: 
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Definition Kor j £ {I, 2] , η Ε Ν* anti α (Ξ € the matrix Uj.n,n is defined as 
,, -
 J
- ° ^ 
Lemma 7.4 / / J £{1 .2} » n d n t i ' /Леи | Κ ' ( ι α „ | | m bounded as a function of η € Ν*. 
Proof'. Using Theorem 7.1 and Lemma 4.2 (i) we find 
TaJ'j.cnT^ = Φ - 1 ο /
α
,„(Λ„ + гГЧ)-1 ο Φ. 
Since ||i/¡| = Цф-^Цтах for all у e Ф(С"), Lemma 2.1 (vi) implies for r £ С " with | | i | | m a i | | < 1 
I'- j,tr,n л tpnar • | | / а ,
П
( Л „ + ) . - 1 0 - 1 Ф і ' | І < І | / а , , . ( Л „ + П - 1 / ) - 1 | 
The desired result follows from Lemma 1.3 (ii) and Lemma 6.1 (ii). Π 
The next proposition, which will be used also in Chapter 9, shows how we "can get rid of 7". 
Proposit ion 7.5 Lit i,j £ {1,2}, a £ <Γ and assume tlial {Z
n
} is a stquence of random portables 
in (<Г\ I I). If Ф(/ - a,B)~l Z
n
 is bounded m probability (i.e. | |Φ(/ - α,Β)'1 Z„\\ is bounded in 
probability), then 
(i) Φ(/ — a,B)~l ΙΊ,α,ηΖη is bounded in probability, 
(ii) \\*Τ
βι
υ,
Λ
,„Ζ
η
 - *T
ajZ„\\ A () [β]. 
Proof, (i) It follows from Theorem 4.1 that 
ЩІ-ОІВ)-1 U,,0,nZn\\ = \\Wi,a,„(I-atB)-i ZnWKWUi^WWI-aiB)-1 z„\\, 
hence Lemma 7.4 implies the desired result, 
(ii) We have 
U,,
a
.nZ„ - Z
n
 = (I- V~^
n
) Ui,
a
,
n
Z„ = (e"/" - 1) a,B(l - α , Β ) " 1 Vt,a¡„Zn. 
I'sing Theorem 4.1, Theorem 5.4 and (i), the result follows. Ü 
Proposit ion 7.6 Assume that Mi and M-¿ are random vartables with values m (D^
 0[0, 1],/J) 
which are continuous a.s. If 
*Mj,„ A Mj [V] j = 1,2, 
then 
Φ ( — —-г-, rrr^n I , s bounded in probability. 
\(I -aiB)(I -a-iB) J 
Proof. Since for - φ α""1, j = 1,2 
•Mi 
we have 
Φ 
-аліа-ъп ") = ^ 7 : " * - w ' " * ¡гг^7*-*·"2' 
The proposition follows from the asMimpfion. together wit li Theorem 1.1. Π 
We are ready for 
T h e o r e m 7.7 Assit m t thai M^ and M 2 tin random ra nabli s tctlh calm s m (Dç
 и
[(), 1], /;) и Int h 
art tontinuous β. .s. Tht following Hint statt nit tit', art ііцигиііпі· 
(¡) 
' ФЛЛ,„ \ ρ / U, 
ФЛ/з » ЛЬ 
[Л, 
(¡О 
(¡¡i) 
О Φ Τ
β 1 ( / - σ 2 0 ) . Υ η \ д / А, (А)" 1 
Ф Г
а
, ( / - о і Я ) - „ / I О /, , (Л)-
/ ФЛЛ,„ Ν 
ФЛ/2 „ 
Ф7'„ 1 (7-« 2 Д)Л'„ 
\ Фт
аз
(/-«,/з).
 п
 у 
/л/, 
/•„(лг'лл 
•Ui 
ΡΊ1 
ψ-λ-
Proof. Using Proposition 7.6, Lemma 7.4 and Theorem 4.1. we find that 
Ф ( / - я , / ? ) - ' Л ' „ , ,
Г І
 = ф о Г 1 Л 1 . „ о 
/ 
ч
( / - «ι tì)(I -u-,Η), 
is bounded in probability. It follows with Proposition 7.5 (ii) with Z„ = Л"
Я і
.„. / = 2. j = 1 and 
η = f-j t h a t 
\\<M
a
,(l - a-,B)X„ - Ф7;„Л (11 „|| A 0 [P]. 
In a similar way we have 
||ФГ
Я2(У - (i,l)).Y, - *Taj.Xaj,„\\ - A Ü [β]. 
The result follows now with Theorem 7.'A. D 
Remark that the expressions Φ ο Γ
α ι
( / - « ; Β ) . \ ' „ and Φ о T0j(I — a\B)X„ do not depend on -,. It 
follows with Theorem A.S that У\ := f-1l(\)~i\fi and Yn :— /->_.('Ч_1ЛЬ are the unique solutions 
of the stochastic differential equations 
í dY,(t) = -nYi(l)dt + tlU.[1) 
\ Vi(0) = ü 
and 
Í ¿П>(г) = Т.'>':Н')Л + <*ЛЬ(г) 
\ r 2 (0) = 0 
respectively. 
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8 . An Application of the Main Theorem (III): the Nearly 
Unstable AR(;) Model with r Identical Roots on the 
Boundary 
l'or rvon η e .V let (Ω" .Τ",'Γ") be a probability .space equipped with a filtration F " = 
(ƒ£')*-!) ι „. We consider the following, complex AR(i') model: 
•4 + •* »XU-1 У • • • + ¿г » -Yi' ,. = e'i. к e {1.2 η} 
-vp-r - • · • - - л-ff = о, 
where f Ί' .;'•', f¡¡ are complex random variables adapted to the filtration F" and »• G N*. The 
characteristic polynomial of the model is defined as 
?„{:) := 1 + .),,„: + ••• + JrM:r. 
We assillile to have 
r 
*.(--) = n*1-^"''""-)· 
»1 = 1 
with 
(i) -) — (-)| -),.)' a vector in C'r, 
(ii) « Ε Ξ . 
Definition Let » £ N* and let λ = (Aj, . . . , A
r
)' be a vector in C r . We define the polynomials 
*A., .( ;) := Π ( 1 - Γ λ " ' / " α - - ) . (23) 
and 
г г 
Λ,η(-) := Π /*-•»(--) = Π ν**"'" - n ( ' W " - ')--)· (24) 
Remark that if л —> oc then ^л,» —> у1 and Д
і П
 —• Д uniformly on bounded U С <Г. where 
φ(ζ) := (1 - az)r 
and 
г г 
/A(.-) ·= Π л-(-·) = Π f1 - λ"->· ('2Γ)' 
m = 1 m = 1 
Since y? has only one root with multiplicity i\ this model is called the marti) unstable ЛІІ(г)- model 
with a small mot. 
Lcniina 8.1 11V /mrt 
— (--) = ƒ*.» ί-ττ'-τ) 
ψ \n(Y-az)J 
¡or rvtry η e Ν*, с e С' trit/i г 9ε α" 1 . 
•ли 
Proof. Tliis follows from ilio definition оГ Д,„ and (lü). 
Lot 
M„ :=Т
а
(І-«Щ-^„ 
and lei 
.Y„.„ :=(/-««)•"-'.Y„. 
Tlip nearly unstable AR(r)- model with a single rool implies 
r
!
'),n{li)Xn ~ f
n
. 
It is easy to verify that. (26) is equivalent to 
T
a
 ^~(П) Xa¡„ = Mn 
•Ρ 
Lemma 8.2 For alt η € SS" w< liait 
(¡) 
(¡i) 
γ \n{I - 11) 
Г,, ?-^-(В)Т
а
=ф-
1
 о^.
п
(\„ + ,гЧ)оФ. 
9 
(iii) 
Л , „ ( Л
п
+ 7 і Ч)ФТ
а
Х
а
,„ =ФЛ/„. 
Proof, (ι) This follows direetly from Leniina 8.1 and Lemma 2.1 (vii), 
(ii) This follows directly from Lemma 1.2 (ii) and (i). 
(iii) Combine (27) and (ii). 
Theorem 8.3 Assume that Μis a random cartable with lalues in (D^·
 (I[U, 1 
uous u.s. The following three .statements ar< équivalent: 
(i) 
ΦΛΙ„ - A M [Ρ], 
(υ) 
f •»• W », V 
\ Φ'/'α.ν,.η / \ M\)~lM I 
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Proof. Lemma 8 2 (m) іь the appropiate form Apply Theorem 5 7 with / = 1, fi,
n
(Ai
 n
) = 
fin{An + п~Ч), /¡(Αχ) = / 7 (Λ),2ι,„ = ΦΤ α .Υ ο η and Yln = ΦΜη Since <т(Л) = {0}, we will 
choose U to be a bounded open neighbourhood of 0 It follows from Lemma 5 9 that ΦΤ
α
Χ
α
 η and 
ΦΜ„ are random variables with values in (£><£ „[0, 1], || ||) To verify the conditions (i), (in), (iv) 
and (v) of Theorem 5 7, use Proposition 3 5, the definition of /
Ί
 and Lemma 6 1 (ι), Corollary 3 7 
(ι) and Theorem 5 8 respectively Finally, Corollary 3 7 (n) implies that if M is continuous almost 
surely, then / γ ( Λ ) - 1 Μ is also continuous almost surely D 
Theorem 8.4 Assume that [Z
n
] is a sequence of random variables with values in ( € " , | |) and 
Ζ a random variable with values in (U^
 0[0, l],p) which ÍS continuous a s The following two 
statements are equivalent 
(0 
ΦΖ
η
 A Z [ D ] , 
(») 
( (\
η
 + η-4)°Φζ
η
 \ I 
(\
η
 + π-4ΥΦΖ
η 
(Α„ + η-4γ-2Φζ„ 
ζ \ 
AZ 
\r--z 
Α
τ
'
λ
Ζ 
[Vr] 
Proof. It suffices to show that (ι) implies (u) It is easy to verify that the mapping 
F ( ö C > J 0 , l ] , r i 4 ( f l C r i B [ 0 , l ] , r t , 
defined by 
*'(*) = 
j ; 
V χ j 
is continuous Hence with the continuous mapping theorem (Billingsley [3], Theorem 5 1, page 30) 
P>r] 
ΙΦΖΛ 
ΦΖ
η 
\φΖ
η
 j 
ν 
( z\ 
ζ 
\ z ) 
W i t h (he help of Theorem 5 0 we conclude 
/ ( Л „ + > ! - ' / ) " О 
О (\
п
 + ігЧ)' О 
О \ 
(л„ + »-'/)'-•' О 
/ ФУ... \ 
φ/,, 
ΦΖ„ 
Λ' 
Definition Let 
lid lel 
Υπ := 
V Г / 
Lemma 8.5 foc и// m G {1 ι· — I} ter havt 
Φ ^ ' " -
1
' = ( Л „ + »" '/) «ФУ;;'"'. 
Proof. Use Lemma 4.2 with ƒ ( : ) = ζ and the definition above. D 
Definition Lei M be a random variable with values in [Dq·
 0[U. !],/>) which is contiiiiions a.s. 
Let V the solution of the stochastic integral equation 
and let 
/,(A) V = A ' - ' . U (W) 
V VC) / 
Note that this definition makes sense because of Theorem 3.8. 
We are now ready for 
Corollary 8.6 .ASMI/IH that M is a random vanabh with cattici in {Dç· „[0. lj.p) ninth is contin-
uous a.s. Tin following thnt statemt-nts arc cquiralcnt: 
(¡) 
(") 
Ф. „ Α Μ [Ρ], 
ΦΥ„ - ^ Υ [Ρ,.], 
41 
(iii) 
ΦΥ
η 
M 
Р н]. 
Proof. Using Leiiiiiia &S), we find that 
/ Ф ,,"- 1 ' \ / (Л1І + і і - 1 У) 0 о , ! г - 1 ) \ / (К + п-Ч)°оФТаХа,п \ 
. • ( 0 ) 
- i n ' - i
 Λ
\ · < Γ - 1 ' V ΦΥ,Γ" / V (Α,, + η-Чу-1 oY,lr-l> J \ (А
п
 + п-Ч)г-1 оФТ
а
.Х
а
,
п
 ) 
The result follows now from Theorem 8.3 and Theorem 8.4. • 
It Follows with Theorem .4.8 that V' is the unique solution of the stochastic differential equation 
I )"'*·'' exists a.s., is continuous a s . and non-zero a.s., and y(*>(0) — Ü, for all к e {0, ...,?• — 1}, 
where the connection between f-, and g-, is given in Theorem 3.8. Remark that for this special type 
of stochastic differential equation we can do without the assumption that M is a semi-martingale. 
9 . An Application of the Main Theorem (IV): the General 
Nearly Unstable AR(r) Model 
For every η 6 Ν* let (и",Т", ") be a probability space equipped with a filtration F™ = 
(·77'Κ·=ο, ,η· We consider the following complex AR(r) model: 
Í -Yi+A,„.Yf_1 + --. + A.BXJf_r=eJ, t e {1,2,...,«} 
\ .Y;'_,. = . . . = xs = o, 
where ;". ε'ί,.. ., ε]] are complex random variables adapted to the filtration F " and г d N". The 
characteristic polynomial of the model is defined as 
<p
n
(z) := 1 + f t , „ г + •·• + ,/îr,„zr 
and the r x l vector ßn is defined as 
ßn ·.= №,->.&,„,•••>/Mt-
We assume to have 
y?
n
(-) = V'n(z) П ^ , г . ( г ) , for certain N G Ν*, (29) 
42 
where the so-railed stationary part y„ is a polynomial with all the roots > 1 for large enough n. 
and where for all j G {I, . . . , .V} and r, £ Ν* we have 
л.„(--) = n(i-*w ,4--). 
with 
(¡) 7j = (7.7,1. • • -.Tj.r,)' a vector in C ' , 
(ii) aj £ Ξ such that a, ^ a, if i φ j . 
Definition Let η € N, let Xj = {\j,\, • • . ,Aj, r j) ' be a vector in C J and let λ = (A' , . . . , A^) ' . We 
define the polynomial 
N 
VA,n(*) :=n^.*..»W· ( : i 0 ) 
J = l 
where 
<Pi.x,.n(-)~ Π(1-*- Α ' - / η α^-) . 
m = l 
Since 
P J . A , , « ( ; ) -> (1 - <Ь~Г' = ¥>j(r) pointwise, 
we have that 
у д —> (^  pointwise, 
where 
Л' 
ν(--):=Π^(-*)· 
J = l 
Since we have no restrictions on the polynomial ψ, this model is called the gtneral nearly unstable 
AR(r)- model. 
Definition For )i 6 N* and j £ {1,. . ., N} the vector A/,.,, is defined by 
М ; . „ : = : Г
а
, ( / - а , Д ) - 1 е
п
. 
Remark that for t e [0, 1] 
[η f] 
<Ш,,
я
(0 = £СГ«.£»)*· j € { l Λ'}. 
The Stationary P a r t 
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Next, we want to show that, without loss of generality, we can assume the "harmless" stationary 
pari (/„ to bo 1. To prepare the proof of this statement, we first have 
L e m m a 9.1 Ltt {λ,,} be a sequence in С such that A
n
 —> A, were. 0 < |A| < 1, Assume that {Ζ,ι) 
is и stqutncf of random variable with vahas m ( C " , | |) and that Ζ is a random variable with 
raines in (D^)
 0[0, \],p) which is continuous a.s. If ΦΖη — y Ζ [V], then 
(i) | | Φ ( / - β ) Ζ „ | | - ^ 0 [ Β ] , 
(ii) \ЩІ-В)(1-\
п
ВГ^
п
\\ О [ß], 
1 
-Ζ [V], (ІІІ) Φ(Ι-λ
η
Β)-ιΖ
η
~ 
(¡ν) Φ(ΐ-\
η
Β)ζ
η
 Α ( ΐ - λ ) Ζ [ ί > ] . 
Proof, (i) Since Φ(/ — D) — Δ„Φ, (i) follows from Theorem 5.10. 
(ii) This follows from Theorem 4.1, Lemma 2.1 (v) and (i). 
(iii) Let r e C . I f i ^ A " 1 , then 
1 1 A 1 - ζ 
\-\z 
Hence for η sufficiently large we have 
(I-\„B)-xZn-
1 
1 
1 
1 1 - Xz ' 
{l-B)(I-KB)-lZ
n
. 
1-A„ *2„ll < 
|λ»Ι 
: I-IA»I) 
\щі - в){і - \nB)-ìzn\\ А о [ß], 
It follows with (ii) that 
\ЩІ - \
п
В)~1 Z
n
 • 
from which (iii) follows, 
(iv) Since 
Φ(/ - \
n
B)Z
n
 = \
п
Ф{1 - B)Z
n
 + (1 - λ
η
)ΦΖ
η
, 
the desired result follows from (i). • 
We are ready now to prove the fact that we can assume ψ
η
 to be identical to one. 
T h e o r e m 9.2 Assume that for all j 6 {1,...,JV}, Mj is a random variable toith values m 
(D(P
 0[0,1], p) which is continuous a.s. The following two statements are equivalent: 
(i) 
\ ΦΜ
Ν
,
η
 } \ MN J 
[VN] 
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(«) 
/ Φι „(Ο)" 1 ΛΛ,„ \ 
\ Ф и ^ Г ^ .п / 
/ UD 4/, \ 
\ *'(1) 'ΛΛν / 
[Ρ> 
Proof. To show tliat (i) implies (il), rombine Lemma () 1 (i) repeatedly with Lemma 9. l (и) and 
Lemma 9.1 (iii). To show that (ii) implies (i), use Lemma 9.1 (iv) repeatedly D 
We conclude that Theorem 9.2 tells us that ΦΜ3,η and Φ én(B) * Mj.n have the same asymptotic 
behaviour, up to the non-random constant V'( l ) - 1 . Therefore from now on we assume, without 
loss of generality, that V'n = 1- Note that the variance of the limiting process is influenced by the 
constant ψ(1)~ι. 
Taking φ
η
 = 1, the general ЛН(г)- model implies that 
'•Pf n(B)X
n
 - ε
η
, 
where 7 :— ( 7 1 , . . . , 7,v)' £ <Γ' and £ ' i = i ?', = r. Let the r χ 1 vector β be defined by 
ß--(ßufo, . . . Ä ) ' 
such that 
(31) 
φ(ζ) = l + 3i:+ •• + .?,. 
and let X„,,n be given by 
(32) 
Λ-
β).„ := *-
n{fhl - α ^ Γ ' - ' . Υ » . where j G {1 , . . . , .V}. 
Bemark that Л'„ „ solves the following equation, which is a generalization of (27) : 
Ψ3 
For every fixed j £ {1 , . . . , Л'} we have a nearly unstable АЩг,) model with a single root. Hence 
with Lemma 8.2 (iii) where »· = r, 
/7 j.,.(A„ + П-Ч) ФТаіХа„п = ФМ)іП. (33) 
We have the following 
Theorem 9.3 Assume that for all j 6 {1,...,ЛГ}, M¡ ts a random variable with valuti in 
(D(r
 (1[0, l],p) which ts continuous a.b. Tilt following three statements are equivalent. 
(І) 
/ Φ Ml,
n
 \ ( ъ \ 
P.v], 
\ ФМ
к
,
п
 J \ MN } 
(H) 
' ФГ
Я 1 \ '«, .. ^ 
v
 ФТ
а
„Х„„
:П
 j 
Ρ 
' Д . ( Л ) - 1 
О 
О 
Ι о 
о 
АЛЛ)" 1 
о 
Л«-, (Л)-1 
о 
О \ 
О 
О 
Α,-(Λ)"1 у 
/ м, \ 
Р ] 
\ MN / 
(m) 
/ ФЛЛ,„ \ / Λίι 
ФМ, ,„ 
Л/л· 
АЛЛ)-1.«, 
[î>2jv] 
V ΦΤ.
Ν
.Υ.„,„ / \ /»„(ΛΓ'Λ/.ν / 
Proof. Applying (33) for every J E { 1 , , Λ'} we find 
/ Λ,,,,ίΛ,, + η - ' ο о 
О /^,πίΛ,, + η - 1 / ) О 
ψ І
 f i l m a i ,η 
Α ^ , , π ^ + η-1/) ο 
0 /»„...(Λ,, + η-1/) / \ Ф-^алг'* aw,n / 
ΦΛίι,η 
\ ΦΛ/,ν,„ / 
Apply Theorem 5.7 with / = Λ', f3,n{AJ¡n) = A j . n ^ + n " 1 / ) , ¿ ( A , ) = Λ , ( Λ ) , ^ ,
η
 = ΦΤ
α>Χα^η 
and V, „ = ФЛ/j.n Since σ(Λ) = {0}, we will choose U to be a bounded open neighbourhood of 
0 It follows from Lemma 5 9 that ΦΤ
α ) Α' Λ ) Γ 1 and ΦΜ,,,, are random variables with values in 
(Щ' J " ' Ч-ІІ II)· T° verify the conditions (ι), (in), (ív) and (v) of Theorem 5.7, use Proposition 
3 ~>. Lemma 6 1 (i). Corollary 3 7 (ι) and Theorem 5.8 respectively. Finally, Corollary 3.7 (ii) 
implies that if Л/, ь continuous almost surely, then flj(A)~iMj is also continuous almost surely. 
D 
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Weak Convergence of Processes not Depending on 7 
We want to derive a weak convergence result with an expression which does not depend on 7, as 
in Chapter 7 We will combine the results and methods of the previous two chapters Therefore 
wc introduce the following 
Defini t ion Let г € {1, . . , Ν) and α £ С Let the matrix U,¡a¡n be defined by 
_ I-a,B 
"'•<-•» - I-e°/»a,B 
Lemma 9.4 Let i,j € {1 , . . , Ν), a Q € and assume that {Zn} is a sequence of random variables 
with values in ( C n , | | | |moi) ЦΦ(-ί — atB)~l Z„ is bounded m probability then 
(i) Φ(7 — α , Β ) - 1 υ,,α,ηΖη 's bounded m probability, 
(11) \\ΦΤ.,υ,,„,
η
Ζ„ - ΦΤ
α
,Ζ
η
\\ А 0 [В]. 
Proof. See the proof of Proposition 7 5 • 
Theorem 9.5 Assume that for all j € {1, ,N}, M3 is a random variable with values in 
(ϋ(£
 0[0, l],p) which is continuous a s If 
l ФМ 1 і П "^  
\ ΦΛ/Λί,η / 
Ι Μ
γ
\ 
\ MN J 
V>H] 
then for i φ j 
Ψ',ι.,ην
11) 
ο [ß]. 
Proof. Remark that 
hence 
Since 
Xa 
Ψ
Ί
,
η
{Β) 
{Ι-α,Β)-χΧ
αι
,
η
 = 
Ψ3{Β) _ 
Ψ],Ί,ΛΒ) 
ЛВ) 
{I-a,Bp-lX
n
, 
Ψ,η,ΛΒ) V - °.B)V - a}B) " 
im = и^ъ.і," °из,ъ.2,п о •• oUjn „, 
Ψ],Ίι,η(Β) 
ΨΛΒ) 
Ψΐ,Ί,ΑΒ) is bounded. Moreover, it we conclude with Lemma 7.4 that as a function of n, 
follows with Proposition 7.6 that Φ [ — —-— —-ε
η
 ) is bounded in probability, hence 
\(I-a,B)(I-a}B) ) 
Φ(Ι — atB)~xXa¡tn is bounded in probability. Since 
MB)
 = 
Ψ',-ι.ΑΒ) ^·,7ι.ι,η ° ^>,Т,,з,п О ••· О Уіл..г,,п. 
the result follows by using Lemma 9 4 repeatedly 
Theorem 9.6 Assume that for all j Ç. {1, ,N), M-¡ is a random variable with values m 
(£>(£
 0[0, l],p) which is continuous a s The following three statements are equivalent 
(0 
ί ΦΜ
ίη
 \ 
\ ΦΜ
Νη
 J 
/ Λίι \ 
\ MN J 
[DN], 
vl<ii / - α , Β ^ " / Л , (Л)"1 о 
о АЛЛ)-1 о 
о 
\ ϋ 
ΑΝ-, (Л)"1 0 
/ Mi \ 
(ш) 
/ Ф М 1 п 
ФМлГп 
лг У(д) у 
\ / Af, \ 
\ MN J 
MN [£>2<v] 
Proof. Let j e {1, ,W} Remark that 
Π 
1 = 1 Af i / j 
( 1 - а , г ) г - _ φ{ζ) φ3 ъ „(г) 
ί π , η ( · ' ) ¥>п(г) (1 - a J z ) r ' 
Using Theorem 9 3 and Theorem 9 5 several times, the result follows. 
Definition For j 6 {1, ,7V}, m £ { 0 , 1 , , TV, — 1} and η G Ν* we define 
y/:> = í 4 ^ ] n 1 - ^ . 
l / n 
p(fl) 
x„ 
' ( / - Ο , Β ) ^ " 
and 
/
 y ( r , - 1 ) \ 
V с / 
Remark that the expression of Yj
 n
 does not depend on 7 
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Lemma 9.7 For all m С {1 r¡ — 1} and η e Ν* е have 
Ф І ; Г , ) = (Л
П
+,,- І/)Ф ; ^ 
Proof. See (he proof of Lemma 8 5 
General Convergence Theorem for the Nearly Unstable AR(i) Model 
Let the fonction h-, Я
с
 [0,1] —> % ; J [О 1] be denned by 
I A 
M*) = 
W 
The next lemma is a preparation for Theorem 9 9, which is the general convergence theorem for 
the nearly unstable AR(r) model 
Lemma 9.8 Let {Z
n
} be a sequence of processes in (D*-b [0 !],/>) Thf following two statements 
are equivalent 
(0 
( Z1'n ) 
\ Zvn ) 
ν
 t 
( Z l ) 
\z" Ì 
(") 
/
 hri(Zi«) X 
1Ы 
( KAZi) \ 
\ hrN(ZN) ) 
[Vr] 
\ h
rN(ZNn) / 
Proof. It suffices to show that (ι) implies (n) It н easy to verify that 
F ( D
c
„ [ 0 , l ] , r t - + ( D C r [ 0 , l ] , / > ) , 
defined by 
/ Ы \ 
F(z) 
is continuous, so that we can use the continuous mapping theorem (Billingsley [3], Theorem 5 1, 
page 30 ) D 
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Definition Let Y, be the unique solution of the stochastic integral equation 
fyi(A)Y} = \r'~1MJ, 
where f-1¡ is defined in (25) with r — r3 and let 
( γ^·-ι) \ 
3 
I y}o) I 
(34) 
We can now prove weak convergence of processes not depending on η : 
Theorem 9.9 Assume that for all j £ {1,·. ,-V}, M¡ is a random variable with values in 
(D(£
 0[0, l],p) which is continuous a s. The following three statements are equivalent: 
(¡) 
(¡i) 
(iii) 
Proof. Let 
/ ФМ!,
Л
 \ / M, \ 
V 
V Φ^Ν,η / 
' ΦΥι,
η 
[Τ>Ν\ 
\ ι 
ν 
\ ΜΝ ) 
Υ . \ 
\ ΥΛΓ , 
ΡΑ, 
( ΦΛ/ 1 η \ ( Μ1 \ 
ΦΛίΛί.η 
ΦΥΐ,η 
Μ
Ν 
Υι 
[Vft+r] 
\ ΦΥ^,„ / V Yjv / 
/ (Λ,, + η - 1 / ) 0 0 
0 (Λη + τ ι " 1 / ) 1 0 
(А
п
 + п-Ч)г>-2 0 
0 (Λη + π - 1 / ) ^ - 1 / 
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and let 
/ Λ° ü 
о Л
1 
А; 
0 
О 
О 
О 
Л
1
"'-
1
 / 
We find with Lemma 9 7 that 
/ Φ Υ ! ,
η
 \ / Αι „ 0 
0 Α 2 , η 0 
ΦΥ 
Νη ) 
\ 
0 
Алг-in 0 
О Алгп / 
( KW<4-&¡Xn) 
\ЬгЛ*Та„-р%вХ
п
)/ 
and we find with Theorem 3 8 that 
/ Yi \ / Ai 0 
\YN / 
0 A 2 0 о 
^ І,
Г
 (/1К(А)-'МК) J 
0 AJV-I 0 
\ 0 0 AN J 
Use Theorem 5 8 and Lemma 5 9 to verify the conditions of Theorem 5 6 where I — r, A3 „ = 
(Λ
η
 + n~xI)m and A3 — Л т To show that (i) implies (in), apply Theorem 9 6 and Lemma 9 8, 
combined with Theorem 5 6 It is easy to verify that (ш) implies (n) Use Theorem 9 6 to show 
that (n) implies (ι) О 
It follows with Theorem 3 8 that for all j £ {1, , N] we have 
им 
exists a s , is continuous a s and non-zero a s , and Y (0) = 0, for all к £ {0, , г, — 1} 
where the connection between / 7 j and g-lj is given in Theorem 3 8 Remark that for this special type 
of stochastic differential equation we can do without the assumption that M3 is a semi-martingale 
10 . An Application of the Main Theorem (V): Beyond t h e 
A R ( r ) Model 
If the characteristic function of the model is a rational function instead of a polynomial, we still 
can use Theorem 5 7 to find weak convergence to a solution of a stochastic differential equation 
51 
We only want to give a sketch of the method in this case For every η e Ν* let ( Ω η , T n , V n ) 
be a probability space equipped with a filtration F " = (J-^)k=o\ η We consider the following 
so-called nearly unstable ARMAfrj.rj) model 
ί Χζ + ft η Y?_i + + ßr, ηλΤ_
Γ
, = tl + ί ι , „ ε ϊ _ , + + ¿г2 „ε2_, 3 , * 6 {1,2, ,η} 
\ ΥΓ_
Γ 1 = = .Yff = е?_Г а = = e S = 0, 
where £",£·[, , ε„ are complex random variables adapted to the filtration F " and r\,r-¡ 6 Ν* 
The characteristic polynomial of the model is defined as ^ 2 - where 
¥>n(z) = 1 + 3lnz + +ßrinzr> 
and 
ψη(*) = l + í l „ í + + í r 3 n Z r 3 
Гог simplicity we assume to have 
M*)=n( 1 - e W n *) 
m = l 
and 
іЫ*) = П ( 1 - е " - / п * ) . 
m = l 
with 
(0 7 = (71. ,7r i) ' a vector m C ' , 
(n) K = ( K I , , к
Г ) ) ' a vector in C 3 
Remark that if η —»· oo then ψ
η
 -¥ ψ and ψη —• І- uniformly on bounded U С <C, where 
y,(z) = (1 - * ) " 
and 
tf(*) = (i - * ) " 
Let 
M
n
 = ( / - B ) - ' e „ 
The model implies 
, M B ) X „ = U , ( B ) e
n i (35) 
Remark that (35) is equivalent with 
^- (В) (I - B) '«- '»- 1 * „ = ÍS. (B) (I - Β)'1 ε
η
 (36) 
ψ Ψ 
As we have seen in previous chapters, there exist polynomials /Ί
 n
 and /г „ such that 
^ (B) = Φ " 1 о Л „(Л„ + п-Ч) о Ф, 
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Ψη ( θ ) = φ - > оЬ
іП
(\
п
 + іГЧ)оФ. 
and there exist polynomials ƒ1 and fi with / i (0) = fi(0) = 1 such thai / i „ —> ƒ] and / 2 „ —• / 2 
uniformly on bounded U С <P. It follows that (35) is equivalent with 
/i,„(A" + " _ 1 Л * (/ - ö ) r ' - r 2 - 1 Xn = Λ,
η
(Λ
η
 + η " 1 / ) ΦΛί„. 
The proof of the following theorem is a complete analogue of the proof of Theorem 8.5 with a — 1. 
Theorem 10.1 Let r¡ > )'2, assume ίΛαί M is a random variable with values in (Dq·
 и
[0, I], ρ) 
which is continuous a.s., and let Y be such that fi(.\)Y = ¡ч(к)М. The following three statements 
are equivalent: 
0) 
(") 
(iii) 
ФМ„ A M [Z>], 
Φ(/-β)Γ ι-Γ»- 1Λ
η
 A r [Î>], 
ΦΜ„ 
Ф ( / - Д ) Г і - Г з " 1 Х „ * : 
Defínition Let η, m e Ν*, let 
let 
y(m) ._ f1 ~ B \ „ l - C i - Ы v 
" •" V 1/« У 
/ (г,-г 3-1) \ 
1
 η 
Y „ : = 
and let, 
Y := 
1 .Л0) , 
\ ' η / 
f y(r i- l- j- l ) > 
ν
 у ( 0 )
 ) 
РЫ 
We also have a generalization of Corollary 8.6. The proof is omitted, since it is similar to the proof 
of Corollary 8.6. 
Theorem 10.2 Assume that Mis a random variable with values in (D(g
 0[0,1],/)) whtch is con­
tinuous a.s. The following three statements are equivalent: 
ФМ„ 
Μ [Ί>], 
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Φ Υ , Α Υ [ 5
Ρ 1 . „ ] , 
( i l l ) 
ΦΛί„ 
ΦΥη 
Μ 
[ Ϊ Ί + 1-1-1-2 
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Part III 
Least-squares Estimators and 
Maximum-likelihood Estimators 
1 . The Radon-Nikodym Derivative 
In this chapter we derive a formula for the Radon-Nikodym derivative of measures occunng in the 
btochabtic differential equation given below Theorem 9 9 of Part II Since it is customary to work 
with real-valued processes when dealing with Radon-Nikodym derivatives, we first study the real 
case We apply these results on the limiting processes found in the general nearly unstable model 
(cf Theorem 9 9 of part II) in the following way we rewrite these complex-valued processes in 
real terms, apply the real results and then we reformulate the obtained results in complex terms 
The real and imaginary part of г G С is given by Re ζ and Im ζ respectively 
The Real Case 
Let К e Ν* The (real) vector space of continuous functions with values in R is denoted by 
fpA [0,1] Let W be a (real-valued) standard Wiener process on [0,1] and let У bc the unique 
solution of the stochastic differential equation 
ƒ (
С 1 У ( * - Ч ( І ) + + cKY^{t)) dt + dY^K-1'>(t) = dW(t), 
[ y(°)(o)= = y ( * - 1 ) ( o ) = o, 
where C\, , сд- £ R The above model is called the continuous time AR(h) model Clearly, the 
process 
V y<°) ; 
is an autoregressive process with values in R satisfying the stochastic differential equation 
ƒ rfY(t) = AY(t)dt + dW(<), 
1 Y(0) = 0, 
where A is the Λ' χ Λ' matrix given by 
/ 
A = 
<"l 
1 
0 
0 
0 
-CK-2 
1 
0 
-CK-I 
0 
0 
1 
- C K N 
0 
0 
о 1 
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and 
W = 
/ w 
0 
V о J 
Consider the measures P\y a n f l Pv o n C R A ([0,1]) generated by the processes W and Y, 
respectively It is known (sec Arato [2], page 152) that l\ is absolutely continuous with respect 
to the measure Pvv d n d the Radon-Nikodym derivative has the form 
dPY 
dPw 
(Y) = exp j - l j f {£+AY(t),AY(t))dt + J (Σ+ΛΥ(ί),<ίΥ(ί))} , (37) 
where 
Σ = 
0 1 
0 0 0 
\ 0 0 0 / 
and Σ + denotes the so-called pseudo inverse of the matrix Σ, which is the unique matrix such 
that the following two conditions are satisfied 
(ι) Σ Σ+ Σ = Σ, 
(и) there exist matrices U and V such that Σ+ = (7Σ ( = Σ(ν 
For more details concerning the pseudo inverse, see Arato [2], page 267 
The Radon-Nikodym derivative can be written as 
dPY 
dP
w 
(Y) = exp{-ì|1(c1y(J f-1 '(i)+ + CKY(n)(/))2 di 
- ƒ (СІУ^-Ч^) + + c,yW(i)) dYlK-V®} 
The Complex Case 
We shall say that H^(<),t € [0,1], is a standard complex-valued Wtener process, if W(t) = 
W¡(t) + iW2(t), where (\/2Wi(i), л/2W2(«)),< £ [0,1] is a standard 2-dimensional Wiener process 
From now on in this thesis we assume that we are in the situation of the general nearly unstable 
model (see Chapter 9 of Part II) with M} = W3, where W3 is a standard complex-valued Wiener 
process for all j G {1, , Ν} Accordingly, we will use the notation already introduced in that 
chapter Let j 6 {1, , N} be fixed Recall that γ, = (7j,i, tljSjY ^ ^T' a r u * 
ƒ»,(*)= І[Ч-Ъ.т*) 
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Let с, о and the vector 
be defined by the equation 
/
 C j l \ 
I v, / 
ЛД*) = Е е>·» 2" (38) 
It is cleat that c3 о = 1 Recall that the connection between / 7 j and g~ll is given in Theorem 3 8 of 
Part II It is easy to verify that ρ
Ί
 (z) = 5Z„i
=
o c-¡
 r,-mZm 
Furthermore, remember that Y3 is the unique solution of the following stochastic differential equa 
tion 
í ( c , 1 y ; r ' - 1 ) ( 0 + t c j r j F < 0 ) ( i ) ) dt+dYlr'-'\t) = dW3(t) 
\ У ^ ( 0 ) г = у ^ - 1 } ( о ) = О 
and recall that 
/ y ( o - i ) 
(0) 
We identify Y ; with 
\ y , 
Im У«' ' " ' ) 
Re Yj0) 
\ IrnY?» ) 
which is an autoregressive process with values in R 2 r ' Furthermore, multiplication by a complex 
number c,
 m
 is equivalent with the real matrix multiplication Cj ,„ given by 
C-j m — 
Re(c3m) -Im(cjm) 
Im(c}m) Re(cjm) 
where m € {1, ,r}} We are now ready to rewrite the complex stochastic differential equation 
in the real form Y 5 is the unique solution of the following stochastic differential equation 
Í rfYj(i) = AYj (t) dt + dWj (<), Y,(0) = 0, 
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where A is the 2r} χ 2r-j matrix given in 2 χ 2 block matrix form by 
_ C j , l -Cj,rj-2 -C}ir,-i -C]¡Tj 
I O 0 0 
A = 0 
and 
W , 
I 
0 
( ReWj \ 
0 
0 
0 / 
V ° / 
Finally, we apply the results for the real case. The Radon-Nikodym derivative has again the form 
(37), where now Σ is the 2r, χ 2r, matrix given in 2 χ 2 block matrix form by 
/ θ .. 0 | / \ 
Σ = 
0 . . . 0 0 
v
 0 . . . 0 0 / 
We have proved the following theorem: 
Theorem 1.1 For j = 1, 2,. .., N the Radon-Nikodym derivative 
dPw, 
can be written as 
dPYl 
dPw, (Y;) '(*) + .. +chr,Y^{t)\ dt 
-2Re ( j f (cj.iY^it) + ••• + c , , r , Y ; ( 0 ) ( < ) ) d Y J ^ i t f ) j 
= е х р Ц | c J l iy í ( r ' - 1 ) ( t ) + . . . + c í, r jy j<0)(í)| dt 
O f {C]-iY^~l)(t)+· · ·+e>*YJo)M dw^i])} 
dt-2Re(j\g^jt))Y3(t)dW}M. 
-2Re 
= exp bhA*)W) ydt 
Remark that the second equality in Theorem 1.1 follows from the fact that Y3 is the unique 
solution of the above mentioned stochastic differential equation. 
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2 . T h e Maximum-likelihood Est imator of t h e Coefficients 
of a Stochastic Differential Equation 
As remarked in the previous chapter, У, is the unique solution of 
(c]llY}r'-1\t)+ • + cJ,r,YJW(t)) dt + dY}r>-li[t) = dWJ(t), 
у / 0 ) ( 0 ) = . . . = У, ( г ' - " (0) = 0 
In this chapter we define the maximum-likelihood estimator of c3 and we prove that this estimator 
is the unique solution of a systein of linear equations (see Theorem 2.6). 
Let j 6 { 1 , . . . , N] be fixed. For given w3 £ Cjp JO, 1] with bounded variation let y3 6 CQ O [0 , 1] 
be the unique solution of the differential equation 
Í {g1,(i))y3dt + dy{;>-1\t) = dwJ{i), 
I yY™ exists, is continuous and non-zero, y'" (0) = 0 for all m £ {0,. . . , r3 — 1}. 
ir —11 
It is easy to verify that у ' also has bounded variation. 
Lemma 2.1 The functions {¡/im }m=o, ,r, ι are linearly independent. 
Proof. Assume that Σηΐ=ο ';j,m У3 — 0 a n d assume that there exists an ma G {0,..., r3 — 1} 
with v}Jn0 φ 0. Let 
p3 := max {m vbm φ 0}. 
We have 
b,r, y{3
P
'
]
 + »,Λ-i - 4 < P ) ) + • · · + Ь.о ЛГ- ^ = Ü, 
or 
(vJJ>3 \° + „ , , , _ ! Л 1 + · · + v3,o V') у(3"'] = 0. 
Since J/J ^ Ü, Corollary 3.7 (i) of Part II leads to v3iPj = 0. which clearly contradicts the definition 
of p3. Hence vjm — 0 for all m Ç {0,. . . , r, — 1}. from which the result follows Π 
Definition Let 
y j : = 
let L(y3) be the linear span of {ym }m=o, ,Γ,-Ι and let the function 
(,):L(y3)xL(y3)^€, 
be given by 
{zuz2):= [ 2l(t) Infidi. 
Jo 
It is not hard to verify that ( , ) has the following properties-
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(ι) sesquilinearity: { , ) is linear in the first entry and conjugate-linear in the second entry, 
(ii) (z,z) > O f o r a l l z e i ( y j ) , 
(zi + 2 2 ,zi + z 2) = (ζι,ζι) + (z2,z2) + 2Re(zi,Zi) zltz2 € L(y3). 
We say that { , ) is a complex inner product on L(y3). 
The complex conjugation and transposition of a vector (or matrix) χ is denoted by i * 
Proposit ion 2.2 The r3 χ r3 matrix with complex entries, given by 
(39) 
/ .<°> „(°'\ 
(vi ,(°) ,.W\ 
\ (УГ,^'-1») 
<y< r '- 1 ,,y' 0 ,> \ 
di"-1».!*1') 
(¿"-".у?'-") ; 
is invertible. (The matrix above can be written as f0 y3{t) y'(t)dt.) 
Proof. With the procedure of Gram-Schmidt we find orthonormal ζ3ιο,..., zJ¡r -i such that L(y3) 
is the linear span of { г ^
т
}
т =
о , ,τ,-\· Let z3 = (ζ ,ο , . .z]lTj-\Y and let 03 be the matrix such 
that yj = 03z3. Since yj and z3 are bases of L(y}), det03 φ 0 We have the following equalities: 
det if yj(<)y;(<)d<) = detifo3z3(t){03z3{t))'dt 
= det (jT О,і,(0(і,(0)'О;л) 
= det^o, ƒ «,(*) (»,(<))*«« o ; ) 
= detOj detO* 
With the help of this proposition, we are ready to define 
Definition Let the r3 χ 1 vector 
be given by 
/г.. \ 
\ é3.i } 
\ 'C3S, ) 
( <yj°>,yj0,> <y<x),yj0)> ... ^Г1\УТ) \ 
<y<% 0 ) > { i « ' ) 
(о) ,,(^-i)\ 
(У<Г '- 1 ,,УІ 1 )> 
V (»Г.» ' '> 
^yfw^-^o 
(y(rx)4'~l)) ) Kfovi'-^dy^ht) 
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and let i3 6 ¿ ( io) be given by 
, _ V^
 c >) 
m=0 
Lemma 2.3 For α// ζ G Ь{у3) we have 
Jo 
Proof. It follows from the definition of z3 that for all m £ {0, . , г, — 1} 
< i J , » < m ) > + / I ü p ( ï ) < , " 1 ) ( 0 = o. 
JO 
Since ¿(jfj) is the linear span of [ym }m=o, , Γ , - L the result follows from the sesquilinearity of 
( , ) and the linearity of the integral. О 
Definition Let the function Q3 . L{y3) —• R, be defined by 
Q3{z).= {z,z) + 2Re f Wjdy{;>-1). 
Jo 
Theorem 2.4 Q3 takes tts minimum value in ζ — z3. 
Proof. With the help of (39) and Lemma 2 3 we find the following equalities: 
QA*)-Q,fr) = (*.*) - i*,**) + 2 Ä e / *(0 - M O <iy(3r'~1] 
Jo 
= (z - îj, ζ - z}) + IRc ((z3 ,z-z,) + j z{t) - z,(t) < ^ r ' _ 1 ) ) 
= (z-z„z-z,)>0. 
The Definition of t h e Maximum-likelihood Es t imator ά,(ω) 
Next, we introduce the following 
Definition Let the function Q3 <Er' -+ R, be defined by 
•
/0 m=0 \ J o m=0 
Definition The MLE-esttmator c3 = е., (ω) ÍS <Ле complex random vector c3 : Ω —* C r ' which 
dPy, 
minimizes — — 
dP-w 
Corollary 2.5 
 
minimizes ' (Y,) as a function ofc,. 
dP-w, 
(i) Qj takes it minimum value in χ = ¿}, 
(и) the MLE-cstimator è-, — cJ(u>) is the random vector given by 
I «,„ N ( <У/0),У/0)) (Υ3{1\Υ}0)) (г}*·-»^) 
(Y}°\Y™) ν™,Y™) (yí(r'-1),yí(1)) 
АО) ν^,-iK \ с)Л ) v (y;üj,y; И ^ - і ) V Í ' J - 1 ) 
/ ^if ' ío^í*) 
(y;r'-",y/'-l,> ; ν ƒ„ ν ' ' w ^ o / 
Proof, (i) This follows directly from Theorem 2.4. 
(n) Although the trajectories of a Wiener process do not have bounded variation, the stochastic 
integrals ƒ„ Y}{m) {t)dY3(t) and ƒ„ Y}m)(t)dW3(t) are well defined. The desired result follows now 
from (1) and the definition of c3 . О 
Theorem 2.6 The MLE-estimator 
:A 
satisfies the so-called generalized Yule-Walker equations, given by 
I 
Ч.Гз *-}·τι \ 
\ с,
ш1-с,л ) \ ( У ; > ^ І 
-(••,-1) v(°)\ \ I (yWyW) (γΜ,γΜ) (if'-V.YW) 
<γ,<"-ι\γ}ι)) v(°) ν*1) (i) Ы\ çyv\Y}4) (y; i j,y;") 
/ S¡Y¡0\t)dw3{t) \ 
(y/-'-i,1y;r'-,,> / ν /o^ r ' _ 1 ) (o^(o / 
Proof. Since 
(зъ(^)) y,dt = dw)(t)-dylr'-1)(t)< 
we find 
/ с \ ƒ <yj0,.yj0)) (У^.УП 
V *,.. / V №,νϊ>-ι)) 
I r1 „(°) 
Д О М К - У Г - Ч С ) 
(if'-1',»!"-1') / V /o^'^'C) d K - ιίΓ'_1,)(0 / 
In view of Corollary 2.5 (ii), the result follows . D 
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3 . The Maximum-likelihood Estimators of the Roots 
Instead of estimating the coefficients of the polynomial / 7 j , which we did in the previous chapter, 
we estimate in this chapter the roots of the polynomial / 7 j Since this can only be done modulo a 
permutation of the roots, we loose uniqueness and we find therefore several maximum-likelihood 
estimators (see Corollary 3 2). Again j G {1 , . . . , Ν] is fixed in this chapter. 
Def ini t ion For all λ = (Ai, A 2 , . . . , Ar j ) ' G <C> we define the polynomial h\ by 
M z ) : = Y[(z - \
m
) - zr>, z e C . 
m = l 
Since the degree of the polynomial h χ is less than or equal to r3 — 1, it follows that 
M¿¿) Уз e Цу. 
We are now ready to define an analogue of the function Q} from the previous chapter. 
Def in i t ion Let the function G¡ . C r ' —• R, be given by 
G , ( A ) : = j f l ( M ^ ) ) î / j ( / ) dt+2ReU! ^fs^'''1*'!'1"11)· 
Using the connection between / 7 j and ρ
Ίι
 as in Theorem 3.8, it is easy to verify that 
l + 5 3 c j ,
m
i m = H ( l - 7 j , m * ) if and only if (Ь
ъ
(—)) y, = Σ Cj, r j_m¡ /*m ) . 
m = l m = l m=0 
/ dPY \ 
Hence a realization of — log I - ( Y j ) I is equal to GA-/,). 
\dPyv, ) 
T h e o r e m 3.1 G¡ takes its minimum value m all the points у3 e С ' , such that the polynomial 
1 + Σ "W" 
ij equal to the polynomial 
Π Í1 - Τι.™*)· 
Proof . We have 
ι + Σ êi.-*M = Π (χ - и··»2) if and o n ' y i f (4 φ) vi = Σ w» i í d - ^ „ ,(m) 
m = l 
Furthermore, 
{ (Ax (¿)) W : λ € Сг ' } С Lfo) 
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The result follows now with Corollary 2 5 D 
Definition A MLE-estimator 7, = Ί3(ω) is a complex random vector 7, Ω —> <ΓΓ' which 
minimizes ' (Y, ) as a function of 7, 
aPw, 
Corollary 3.2 The MLE estimators 7, of 7, satisfy 
ri r, 
m = l m=l 
where 
( Cjl \ 
is the MLE-tstimator of Cj 
dPy 
Proof. Let YJ(UI) = y¡ and W3{u) — w3, then minimizing ' (Yj) as a function of 7, is 
equal to minimizing Gj a s a function of A, hence і3{ш) = η} The desired result follows now from 
Theorem 3 1 D 
4 . Reparametrization of the General Nearly Unstable AR(r) 
Model 
In this chapter we introduce, in addition to the parameters β\)Λ, , βτ n of the (discrete) general 
nearly unstable AR(r)-model (see chapter 9 of Part II), another system of parameters d3 m n We 
will show that there is a linear 1-1 correspondence between β
η
 — β and the added parameters, 
which are in a sense normalized ßn's (see Lemma 4 1 (vin)) Furthermore, we show that for all 
7 = 1, ,N and m = 1, , r}, d3
 ш
 „ converges to the coefficients r,
 m
 of the polynomial f-ij 
(see (38)), which links the discrete case and the continuous case To simplify calculations, we use 
auxiliary parameters c3,m,n and i>j,m,n Recall that φ„ is the characteristic polynomial of the nearly 
unstable model, which converges pointwise to φ (see (19), part II) 
Next, recall the following two important theorems of complex analysis, which will be used several 
times m this chapter 
(1) Cauchy's Integral Formula for Dei ivatives (see Theorem 1 5 of part II), 
(11) Cauchy 's Theorem let U be an open subset of С and Г a contour in U If ƒ is a holomorphic 
function on U, then 
ƒ ƒ(*) dz = 0 (40) 
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As an introduction we have the following 
Definition Let С be the linear space of polynomials Ρ on С with degree smaller than or equal to г 
and with P(0) = 0 Remark that С has dimension r If we define e
m
(z) — zm, where m = 1, , г, 
then E — { e
m
}
m =
i
 r
 is the natural basis for С 
Next we study two other collections of functions in С which turn out to be bases too 
Definition The collections Φ and Q are defined by 
* = { ^ m b e { l ,ΛΓ} те{1 г,), 
Q-{9jm}je{l Ν) тб{1 г,}, 
where 
and 
* j » ( ' ) = {[l-a,z)-m-l)vW 
q]m(z) = o,z( l-a,2)-"V(z) 
Lemma 4.1 
(ι) For every j £ {1,2, ,N) we have 
( Ψ}ΐ \ Í 1 0 
1 1 0 
(и) Φ is a basts for C, 
(in) Q is a basts for C, 
г 
(iv) φ„-φ= ^2 (ß™ " _ An) e">, 
m = l 
(v) there extsts a unique г χ 1 vector 
V 1 
o\ 
1 0 
4 
( ы \ 
Kb?, I 
b
n
 = 
where 
bj,n — 
t 
^
 b3,r„n J 
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such that 
N r , 
f» - V = Σ Σ 6 і .т ,г .П _ т ^,т, 
j = l m = l 
(vi) there exists a unique r x 1 vector 
d
n
 = 
where 
di,n = 
dj,l,n 
such that 
Vn - V = ¿ J Σ ¿}.™,"п~тЪ.т> 
J = l m = l 
(Vii) 
/ < W \ / 1 ¿ 
\ <W" / 
η ' J 
η ni 
l
- ^ / *,.!.» \ 
О 
Vo о 1 V h*,.* ) 
( ііі) í/jere exist απ invertitile r χ r matrix A not depending on η such that 
¿2,г7,п du,ι,η 
л(Л„ PÌ- у
 n l ,..., ηΓι , η1 
Proof, (i) Note that 
η
Γ
* 
(ϋ) Since the 4>Jìm's are elements of С and Σ ι = ιΓ7 = г ' ' t s u f f i c e s to prove that the V'j.m's 
are linearly independent. Therefore, assume that Σ ι = ι Σηί=ι wi,mi>],m = 0, so that for r 0 
K ' « t f l w e h a v e ^
= 1 ^ = i « ' j , n , ( ( l - a J z ) - m - l ) = 0. Let >0 € {1 ЛГ} and m 0 e 
{1, . . . , rJO} and let Γ(α~ ' ) be a closed curve around a~' not containing aji,aj1 φ a~l. It follows 
from Cauchy's Integral Formula and Cauchy's Theorem that 
«",..». = -
a i " ¿ / (1-а
л
*Г"-
1
ее«», 1 т ((1-а,2)- т -1)а* 
= 0. 
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Since jo and »no were chosen arbitrary, all the u>J>m's are zero, which completes the proof of (ii). 
Property (iii) follows from (i) and (ii) Property (iv) follows directly from the definition of ßn 
and β and the fact that φ
η
 — ψ £ С. Property (ν) and (vi) follow from (ii) and (iii). The proof 
of (vii) follows from (i), (v) and (vi). Since Q is a basis for £, (see (in)), there is a linear 1-1 
correspondence between Q and the natural basis E. With the help of (iv) and (vi), we conclude 
that there is a linear l-l correspondence between β
η
 — β and ' ' " ' " , which completes the proof of 
(vii). D 
Recall that /
Ίι
 ¡n was defined as 
ƒ,.»(*)= Πί«1"-/»-"^.-/"-!)*) 
Definition Let (j-,ο,η and the vector 
be defined by the equation 
/ c J l I i n N 
\ C J . r 7 > " / 
J-ij,n[Z) — /_^ cj,mtnz (41) 
Lemma 4.2 For j G {1, . . . , Ν] we have 
(i) linin-юо c,,
m i„ = Cj,m for all m e {0, ...,r}}, 
4>Ί,ΑΖ) 
(1 "^тег = Σ c,,m,„n-
m(l - a3z)-m for every η e Ν, ζ Ç С,.- ф aj', 
where φ
Ί η
 was defined in Chapter 9 of Part II, 
(¡¡i) 
φ-,,Α*) lim τ — ;— = 1 uniformly on compact sets not containing a'1, 
n-+oo (1 — OjZy' J 
bJ,n = V3,n cJ,n f°r a " n e N> 
where b3Ji is defined m Lemma 4-1 and where VJiTl is an invertible r3 χ r, upper-triangular 
matrix converging to the identity matrix, as η —»• co, 
(ν) 
d3," - ^j,"c3," f°r a " " ε N . 
where djn ts defined in Lemma 4-1 ond where 3іП is an r, χ r, upper-triangular matrix 
converging to the identity matrix, ai η —> co, 
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(vi) Hm,-»«, dj,m,n = Cj,
m
 for all m e {0, . . , г,}. 
Proof. Since ƒ-,,,„ —• }
Ί> poinlwise, (ι) follows from (41) and (38). Property (ii) follows from the 
fact that
 (lZ'à"i\ri = ffi " (n(i-a г))' With t n e a ' d of (i) and (ii), property (iii) follows from 
sup 
ζξΑ 
71 \7 cj,o,n 
(\-α,ζ)τ-
< 2_J k j ,m,nl"~ m sup | ( l - a}z)\ m - > 0, for compact Λ, as π -> cc, 
ζζΑ 
and the fact that Cj.o.n —• 1 as η —• cc For the proof of (iv), let Γ(α ' ) be a closed curve around 
οΓ
1
. Let 
Since 
h,,„(z) := <pn(z) (l-ajz)
r 
<p(z) 4>t,Az) 
Ψ-ι„Α
ζ) h IA- TT ъ.м'> 
and α ; ι φ a]2 if j i ^ j2, it follows from (ui) that hJ¡n —• 1 uniformly on the region enclosed by a 
sufficiently small closed curve Γ(α~') Furthermore, we can expand / i j r l 
on this region as 
*,.»(*) = Σ'•»•«•»i 1-"'*)" <42> 
CJ.I-,-1 
η ' Γ ' 
η 
л 
\ 
It follows from Cauchy's Integral Formula that, for η —ì oc, p3¡o,n ~~* 1 a n d ρ} κ,η —*· 0 if к > 0. Let 
/Ί.ι,» 
J.O.n η 
0 í>j,0,n ^ ^ 
Vi.» = 
0 0 ^,о,„ ^ 
V 0 0 />,,(,,„ / 
We conclude that V¡,n is converging to the identity matrix, hence det (
 ]іП) -> 1 ¡Γ η —> cc. Let 
m £ {1,. . , г,}. It follows from (ii) and Cauchy's Integral Formula that 
2 π ι
 Jr(<.;') ( г ) 
= ~ < ъ Л ƒ n™(1 - α , * ) " " 1 ¿ с , , » , „ п - * ( 1 - а^-)-*Л,,
п
(.-)а
г 
Σ
ι /" ^ ,η(-) . 
/t = l 
which concludes the proof of (iv). Property (v) is a direct consequence of (iv) and Lemma 1 (vii) 
and (vi) follows directly from (v). • 
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5 . Connection between Quadratic Forms and the Radon-
Nikodym Derivative 
Recall that we assume to be in the situation of the general nearly unstable model (see Chapter 
9 of Part II) with M3 = W:, where W3 is a standard complex-valued Wiener process for all 
; £ { I , . · ,N}. Accordingly, we will use the notation already introduced in that chapter. We 
begin this chapter by studying the conditions on the vector en of innovations. 
The Conditions on the Vector of Innovations 
Definition We say that the array e£, к = 1, . . . , η, satisfies condition (С) if {ε£} is a triangular 
array of real-valued square integrable martingale differences with respect to the nitrations F" = 
(-Dfc=o, ," s u c n ' n a ' 
(0 
[nt] 
V<6 [0,1], ^ Κ ( ( ε £ ) 2 | . ? ? _ , ) A t , as η - » с о 
(и) 
Π 
V a > 0 , ^ E ( K ) \ l > « l ^ - i ) ^ ü . as η - ^ СО. 
Remark that Φ and M]n have been defined in Chapter 4 of Part II and in the general unstable 
AR(r) model in Chapter 9 of Part II respectively. 
Lemma 5.1 Suppose that the array ε£, к = 1, . . . , η, satisfies condition (С). Then 
( ФМ1п \ 
\ ΦΜκ,η J 
( Wi \ 
\ WN ) 
РЫ 
where for all j e {1,2,.. .,N} W}(i),t € [0,1], are standard Wiener processes, real-valued for 
o, e R, and complex-valued otherwise. Moreover, W3i and Wn are independent if ji φ J2 and 
Proof. The statement follows from a version of the functional central limit theorem (see Liptser-
Shiryaev [14], Theorem 7.11) since for a} £ R W} has the '"good" covariance matrix: 
and 
lim -Упе\к= lim -Y,^^" = k 
n-юо Π *-~* π-юо Tl *-^ J 2 
1 n 
lim - У ^ Re a~k Im a~k = 0. 
η—кчо Ti · J J J 
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Moreover, if j i φ j? and α-,, φ ô j 3 the cross-products vanish in the covariance matrix, since 
1 " 1 " 1 " 
hm - V " Re a~k Re a~k = lim - Y^ Im a~k Im a~k = lim - ^ lie a'k Im a~k - 0. 
η-too η •'—' J ' 3 i Moo η ¿-^ J l j 2 η-K» η ¿ ~ l 3 í n 
* = 1 fc = l * = 1 
D 
Can φ be Estimated ? 
Recall that for j e {1, . . , J V } , m e { 0 , l , . . . , r , } a n d n ç N ' У^ ™> has been defined as 
(m) / / - s r y(B) 
^ " U / n ) T*{I-a,By.X-
Furthermore, recall that in the general unstable AR(r) model in Chapter 9, Part II, the charac­
teristic polynomial φ
η
 is pointwise converging to ψ and the different roots of the polynomial φ 
are given by aj" 1 , a j 1 , . . . , a^1. The following theorem enables us to find these different roots. If 
we only have simple roots, i.e. г3 — 1 for all j e {1 , . . . , Ν}, this is equivalent with saying that 
φ is known, hence for m = 0,1 the process V?„ can be observed for all ,; (E {1, ,N}. If we 
don't have simple roots, we have to asssume that φ is known m order to observe Vy„ for all 
me{0, . . . ,o- l }and j e { l , . -,N). 
Theorem 5.2 If ψ has only simple roots, a 6 Ξ and the array e¡J, к = 1, . . . , 7i, satisfies condition 
(C), then 
l S _fc„„ ν JO і/а0{аі,...,алг}, 
" ы I, KJO Jo ^ jo i«)^ 'fa-aJO for certain jo e {Ι,..., Ν], 
where KJO IS a non-zero constant. 
Proof. We have r, = 1 for all j 6 {1, . . -, Лг}. Moreover, since 1 — ¡pn 6 С and 1 — φ G £, there 
exists constants Kj
n
 and к., such that 
Л' 
1 _
 Vn = 5 1 «j,* ?j,l, 
J = l 
JV 
! - V = X]«j 4i,\ 
j=i 
and limn^Kj Kj „ = κ}, where the collection of functions {<7j,m} jg{i, ,л'), me{i, ,r,} has been 
defined in the begining of the previous chapter. If we substitute the operator B, we find 
.v 
Ι -ψ„(Β) = Y^KJ¡n q3,i{B) 
J = l 
We have the following equalities: 
-(I-aB)-1 Χ
η
--(Ι-αΒΓιε
η 
η η 
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=
 Іу-аВ)-1 (Ι-φ„(Β))Χ
η 
il 
Ν
 1 
= Υ^κ^-(Ι-αΒ)-1 д,л(В)Х
п
. 
Let aj0 e {αϊ,. . ., α,ν}. If we apply Lemma 5.1 of Part III, Proposition 7.6 and Lemma 7.4 of Part 
II several times, then it is clear that for α φ aj0, 
Φ(/ - «в)-'
 ЬоЛ
в)х
п
 = Φ (Щ.) у -
е
„ 
->(-Э)/ (I - аВ)(І - а]0В) 
is bounded in probability, hence 
- ФТ
а
(І- "В)'1 q,t,i{B)Xn - ^ 0 [V]. 
1
 - ^ /Г _ „ * - ! . ,Г.Ч » . 
η 
If α = a j 0 , then with Lemma 4.2(іі) of Part II with f(:) = ζ 
X
- ΦΤ
α
(Ι - аВ)-1 </JO,i(B).Y„ = Λ„ ΦΥ,,,η, 
hence with Theorem 9.9 of Part II and Lemma 5.1 of Part III 
- ΦΤ
α
(Ι - aß)'1 qlt¡i(B)Xn A ЛУ,„ [V]. 
We conclude that if α ¿ { o j , . . . , ад·}, then 
ì ΦΤ
α
(Ι - aB)-1 X
n
 - - ΦΤ
α
(Ι - aB)-1 ε
η
 Л 0 [D], 
η η 
hence 
ι
 Μ
 I 
- Χ ) α - % » = - Φ(Τ
α
(Ι - а5)-> X
n
)(t) A 0 [V]. 
" fc=i r 
Furthermore, we conclude that if a = a j 0 , then 
- ΦΤ
α
(Ι - aB)-1 X
n
 - - ΦΤ
α
(Ι - aB)'1 ε
η
 А «,0ЛУ,„ [î>], 
η η 
hence 
1 [ " ί ] 1 /·' 
Finally, if KJa = 0, then, applying Cauchy's Theorem, we find 
\dz 
— I — 
2тгг У
Г ( в-і) <p(z 
4
 JO ' 
= ¿if , ¿т*1-^'^ 2 7 г г
 Jr(e- ') *>(г) v
 Jo ' 
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which implies 
~ f -¡-dz = 0. (43) 
v
 io ' 
Applying Cauchy's Integral Formula for Derivatives, we find 
¿™ i r ta"1) ¥>(*) 
1
 JO ' 
= - / —— п-1-* 
= — — / 1 TT l J -
«J. Ziri 7г(.-·) * - a " 1 ¿ J , 1 - а
і Я
 " 
= =±U—! 
5* 0, 
which contradicts (43), and we conclude that KJO φ 0. 
Quadrat ic Forms 
Next, we study quadratic forms. The quadratic form 
η η 
n£|(p
n
(B).Y
n
)*| J = n £ | ( e
n
) f c 
is in general not weakly converging. In the remaining part of this chapter we show however that 
if we take the difference 
η η 
η Σ іыя)х»ы2 - » Σ 1(*>(д)*пЫ2, 
* = 1 A - = l 
then we nave weak convergence of this expression to the Radon-Nikodym derivative, provided the 
array e'¿, k= 1 , . . . , n, satisfies condition (C) (See Theorem 5.6). 
Definition Let the function ( , ) : € " χ € " -> • € , be given by 
/c = l 
It is not hard to verify that ( , ) has the following properties: 
(i) sesquilincarity: ( , ) is linear in the first entry and conjugate-linear in the second entry, 
(") 
(x + y,x + y) = (x,x) + (y,y)+2Re{x,y) r . j / e C " , (44) 
(iii) ( I , I ) > 0 for all χ e <T\ 
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We say that ( , ) is a complex inner product o n C 
The following lemma connects the inner product { , ) with integrals. 
Lemma 5.3 We have 
(i) 
(¡i) 
η Ja 
(iv) 
(Bx
u
Bx2) - = (Фц)(і) (Φχ2)(1) dt / o r a H i b i 2 e C " , 
{(I-B)x
u
Bx2) = f (Φχ2)(<) «¿(Φ*ι)(<) }orallxux2 G С", 
JO 
(x i ,x 2 ) = (TaxuTax2) ¡orali х ь х 2 € С " , а б Н , 
п^д1ит(в)хяу-'Я)алв)Хп) £ = [\Щ"*+1 (Ф }Хт)№ (*γ£ΐ'-ι))№ dt 
for all h, h & {1,...,ЛГ},те{1,...,г^} and Ζ e {1,.. . ,Γ, , } , 
(ν)
 ι 
{e
n
,n
l
-
mqj.m(B)X
n
) = ί (Ф ^ -т)№ dM}ln(t) 
Jo 
for all ) 6 {1,. ., Ν] and m € { 1 , . . . , ! · , } . 
Proof, (i) We have the following equalities: 
/•l " [$ 
ƒ (Φχι)(ί) (Φϊΐ)(<) Λ = Σ Ι (*l)[nl] (*î)[nt] Λ 
= Σ L
 ί
 (χι)*-ι ( ΐ 2 ) * - ι Λ 
* = Ι ·
/ _
Γ -
= Х](*і)*_іЫ*_і-
* = 1 
= (Вх
и
Вх2)-. 
η 
The proof of property (ii) is a complete analogue of the proof of (i). The proof of property (iii) is 
simple. 
(iv) Using (i), we find 
(ní-mbum(B)Xn,ní-lq,7,l(B)Xn) £ = í\*a}1T.nY^-m)){t) {Φ*»Τ.
η
Υ}%-1))(ί) dt, 
n
 Jo 
from which the result follows. 
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(ν) It follows from (η) and (in) that 
<e» п^т
Ч]т(В)\п) = (Ταιεη, BY }'„'-") 
= ((I-B)M,
n
 B\¡Tm)) 
= f (ФУ}',;-т)№Щп(і) 
Ja 
Theorem 5.4 Supposi that the array e£, fc = 1, , n, satisfies condition (C), then 
( /о Е ^ = і ^
т
п ( ф > / Г т ) ) ( < ) < ш , „ ( ' ) ] _£, ( /ο ( ϊ · » , ( ΐ ) ) η ( Ο ^ ( 0 ] 
V / о | Е ^ = І ^ т п ( Ф У ^ - т , ) ( і ) | dt ) ~* \ j¿ ШІ)Ш)\2 ¿i J 
jointly foi all j 6 {1 , Λ } 
Proof. See Lemma 5 3 and van der Meer Pap, van Zuijlen [18], Lemma 6, page 20, which is in 
fact a direct consequence of Proposition b of Jeganathan [11] • 
We want to show that for η —У oo the righthand side of Lemma 5 3 (îv) vanishes if ji φ j2 
Therefore we have 
Theorem 5.5 Let α £ Ξ αφ \ Assume that {Z
n
} ts a sequence of random variable with values 
in (€" , | |) and Zis a random variable with values m {DQ
 ()[0 \],p) which is continuous as If 
ΦΖ
η
 A Ζ [V], then 
/ α [ τ" ] + 1ΦΖ„(ί)Λ Λ θ [ δ ] 
Jo 
Proof. We have the following equalities 
/•1 
,{t)dt (a-1-!) f αί" ι)+ χΦΖ„(ί)Λ+ / α[η ί]+'φΖ
η
( 
Jo Λ-./η 
= [ (α^-α^+1)ΦΖ
η
{ήάί+ f α^1+ 1ΦΖ
η
(/)Λ 
Jo Jl-l/n 
/•1 / Ί - 1 / η 
= / a^n4z
n
{t)dt- ¡ α^+1ΦΖ
η
( 
7o Jo 
= f
 α
Ι"*]φΖ„(/)Λ- í αΙη,1(ΦΖ
η
)(ί - - ) 
-Ό Λ/η " 
= / α^(Α
η
ΦΖ
η
)(ί)α·ί, 
Jo 
•,(t)dt 
-)dt 
hence 
( α - 1 - ! ) / αίηί1+1ΦΖ
η
(<)Λ 
Jo Jo 
The result follows now with Theorem 5 10 of Part II 
< - | | Φ Ζ „ | | + | |Δ„ΦΖ
η
| | 
η 
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Weak Convergence to the R.N. derivative 
We arc now ready for the inain theorem of this chapter, which shows the weak convergence of the 
différence of two quadratic forms to the R.N derivative. 
Theorem 5.6 Suppost that the array е^, к— Ι , . , . , η , satisfies condition (С), then 
і»£|(^(в)*„Ыа-"ЁіИя)*»Ы2 A ¿ _iog(f¡píi.(Y,)) [В]. 
k = ì i = I j = l V w i / 
Proof. It follows from (44) that 
(ζ.*)- <У, У) - 2Де((і, х-у))-(х-у,х-у) х,уеСп. 
Taking χ = φ
η
(Β)Χ
η
 and у = φ(Β)Χ
η
 we find 
(<ρ„(Β)Χ
η
,φ
η
(Β)Χ
η
) - (ψ{Β)Χ
η
,ψ(Β)Χ
η
) 
= 2Re{{e
n
,(9n{B) - *(B))X
n
)) ~ ((*>»(Я) - φ(Β))Χ
η
,(φ
η
(Β) - φ(Β))Χ„) 
If we use the sesquilinearity of the inner product ( , ) and Lemma 4.1 (vi), combined with Lemma 
5.3 (iv), we can write (η(φ
η
(Β) - ψ(Β))Χ
η
. η(φ
η
(Β) - >?(ΰ))Λ'„) - as 
Σ Σ /W)[n,J+1 Σ ^.,т.-(*^"т ))(') Σ^,Λ»ΚΓ,Γ")(0 dt, (45) 
n
 = l 3 i = l
J o
 · " m = l i = l 
and from Lemma 5 3 (v) we find 
'
V
 fi 
n(e„, (* , (B) - ^(B)).Y„> = ¿ ƒ ¿ ¿,,т.п(Ф , ( г
п
' -
т ) ) ( * ) <Ш,.„ 
j = l- / o π.=1 
(О· (46) 
Let Lj
 n
 be defined by 
Kn = - / Σ d>.·» »(«i!» " m ) ) 0 dt + 2Re[ [ ¿ «/,,,„ „(ФУ/;Г"")(0 ««ƒ,.„(/) . 
•
/o
 m = l \ / 0 rr,= l / 
It follows now from (45), (46), Theorem 9.9, Lemma 5.1 and Theorem 5.5 that under condition 
(П 
N 
Σ ^ - (ιι{φ
η
(Β)Χ
η
,φ
η
(Β)Χ
η
) - τι(φ(Β)Χ
η
,φ(Β)Χ„)) J = l 
N
 ri 
i((p„(fl) - ?(Β)).Υ„, (φ
η
(Β) -
 Ψ
(Β))Χ
η
) -Σ f 
3=iJo 
Σ ^.
т
.»(*С"т,)(') ¿i Α ο [ß] 
Finally, it follows directly from Theorem 1.1 of Part III and Theorem 5.4 of Part III that under 
condition (C) we have 
jointly for all j (z {!,..., Λ*}, from which the result follows. • 
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6 . Convergence of Least-squares Est imators to Maximum-
likelihood Est imators 
Recall that the MLE of the coefficients of a certain stochastic differential equation was delinee! in 
Chapter 2 of part III In this chapter we show that the least squares estimator of d
n
 in the discrete 
model is the unique solution of a system of linear equations (see Theorem 6 4) and we show the 
weak convergence of this LSE to a limit, which is generated by the MLE mentioned above (see 
Theorem 6.5). 
Definition Recall that С is the linear space of polynomials Ρ on € with degree smaller than or 
equal to г and with P(0) = 0 Let χ 6 С " be fixed and let L(x) be the linear subspace of f" given 
by 
Цх) ={р(Щх:реС] 
Furthermore, we write ζ L у iff {;, y) — 0 and we write ζ X V iff ζ _L υ for all ¡J G V С € " . 
Lemma G. 1 {q)im[B)x} ; € { l i ,ΛΪ}. m<={i,2, ,r,) ts a basis for L(x). 
Proof. This follows directly from Lemma 4 l(ii) of Part III D 
Definition Let the function q • L(x) —> [0, oo), be defined by 
q(y) -=(x-y,x-y) 
Lemma 6.2 q takes its minimum value m y = y
n
, where y„ is (uniquely) defined by 
x-y
n
±L(x). (47) 
Proof. Elementary Geometry. D 
Since 1 — φ ё С, it follows that χ — φ(Β)χ 6 L(x) and hence ι — ψ{Β)χ — y„ £ L(x). We are ready 
for 
Definition Let i„ e L(x) and the vector d
n
 6 C r be such that 
¿„ := ι - φ(Β)χ -υη = Σ Σ 4 -» ,nn" m ï j ,m(ö) *· (48) 
j = l m = l 
With Lemma 4.1 (vi) of Part III it is easy to verify that 
N r, 
φ
η
(Β)χ = φ(Β)χ + Σ Σ dJim,„n-mqí,m(B) χ. (49) 
j = l m = l 
The proof of the following lemma is simple. 
Lemma 6.3 The [unction (φ
η
(Β)χ, p
n
(B)x), srcn as a function of the lector d
n
 G C r , takes its 
minimum if d
n
 = d„. 
Proof. It follows from (48) and I 19) that 
ν r, 
φ
η
(Β)χ = χ - Ur. -t- i Σ Σ, di ™ '·•"• ~тЯ],ш(В) x-z„ 
The desired result follows with Ltnuua 0 2. О 
Theorem 6.4 The LSE-estimator d
n
 ofd
n
 is the unique solution of the system of linear equations, 
the so-called generalized Yule- Walke τ equations, given by 
Σ è («w-<w) /1(?-)[B,I+I 1*С"т,)(о ( « Ϊ Γ ^ Λ = /' K:-o"mo,)w ««'».»(о. 
(50) 
forali j 0 G {I, ,N), m 0 G {1, , r , 0 j 
Proof. It follows from Lemma Ö.2 that for all jo G {1, .,Λ'}, mo G {1,. . ,rJO], 
(•E- Vn, 9 jo ,mo(W) *> = 0 . 
which implies 
(φ„(Β), 9JO,m„(ö) *> - (j-'-Уп, ?j„,m„(ö) i ) = {φ
η
(Β) X, ?,0m„(ß) *>, 
hence 
((VPn - v)(B) X - (x - <β(Β) χ - yn), ? J 0 . m o ( S ) * ) = {MB) x, 7j„ m 0 (S) *> 
The result follows now from Lemma Ί.1 (vi), ^ 8 ) , Lemma 5.3 (ìv), Lemma 5 3 (v) and Lemma 
6 3. D 
Recall that for j G {1, , /V} e3 has been defined in Chapter 1 of Part III and c3 is the MLE-
estimator of c} defined in Chapter 2 of Part III Let 
/ , i \ 
and let 
ICi \ 
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Theorem 6.5 Suppose that the array ε£, к = 1, , η, satisfies condition (С), then 
(0 
d
n
-d
n
 - £ » c - c [ ß r ] , 
(и) с ΐί іЛе MLE-estimator о} с, provided that a} ts real-valued or a¡ £ {a¡, a¡, , ajv} /o r а// 
j e {ι, , Ν } 
Proof, (ι) Remark that it follows from Theorem 5 5 that the terms of the lefthand side of (50) 
have non-zero limit only if j = jo Next, combine Theorem 2 6, Iheorem 5 4, Theorem 5 5 and 
Theorem 6 4 
(n) The desired result follows directly from Lemma 5 1 and (i) • 
Remark that, according to Theorem 6 5 (и), the complex case differs from the real case in a 
fundamental way only with an extra condition the limit с is the MLE-estimator of с 
Recall that in the continuous time model in Chapter 3 we estimated the roots η3 of the polynomial 
¡i (defined m the general unstable model in Chapter 9 of Part II) and found several MLE-
ostimators 
| 4 i N 
ъ = 
\ Ъ r, / 
of 7 ; such that the polynomial 1 + J2m=i h m^
m
 equals the polynomial Ц ^
= 1 ( 1 — η3 mz) (^ее 
Corollary 3 2) We can define similar estimators for the discrete case 
Definition For all j e {1, , Ν) we define the collection of estimators jj
 n
 of η-, „ by 
/ Ч і п ^ 
7j n — 
such that the polynomial 
is equal to the polynomial 
1 + ?] dj m η 
m = l 
We find a theorem similar to Theorem 6 5 
Theorem 6.6 Suppose that the array ejj, к — 1, , π, sattsfies condition (C), then 
IB"] 1
7 i n i 
\ Wr, j 
V ( * Ì 
\1N j 
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where 7 j„ ?* as in the definition above and f3 is a MLE-estimator ofi}, i.e. a random vector such 
that the polynomial 1 + Σ π ί = ι cj,™:"' ^9"°'* ">c polynomial П т = і ( 1 — 7j,mz) 
Proof. Since 
ι + Σ «w*™ = Π (*-•&.-».»*)• 
τη = \ т = 1 
it follows that 
г, - 1 r j 
*
p
' + Σ «w.».»*"• = Π (* - ъ™)- (51) 
т = 0 т = 1 
Since (51) is a monk polynomial, there exists a continuous one-to-one mapping G such that 
G(dJ:n) = 7j,n for all η e Ν*. Furthermore, G(c,) equals a random vector j 3 such that 
ι + Σ ^ " ^ Π t1-*.»*)• 
m = l m = l 
The desired result follows now with Corollary 3 2. Theorem 6.5 and the continuous mapping 
theorem (Billingsley [3], Theorem 5 1, page 30). G 
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Glossary 
χ' 1 
Ν* 1 
θ(*,ΙΙΙΙ) 6 
operator norm || || 6 
spectrum σ(Α) 7 
operator f (A) 9 
II Hm.« И 
backshift operator В 11 
rotation operator 7\ 12 
λ 12 
öc .[0,1] 13 
CCi[0,l] 13 
sup norm || ||i 13 
Skorokhod metric ρ 14 
ZJC,0[0,1] 16 
integral operators Λ„, Л 17 
differential operator Δ„ 17 
Φ 20 
P
n
->P [S] 23 
г „ Л г [s] 23 
V, 23 
Ui 23 
В 23 
p-measurable operator 25 
7Г( 25 
Xn 30 
ε„ 30 
Ξ 32 
Λ„«. 7, е с г ' 37 
А,.7^сг' 37 
characteristic polynomial φ
η
 (general model) 41 
ßn 41 
^λ η ( B e n e r a ' model) 42 
Vj.Aj.n (general model) 42 
φ (general model) 42 
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M3i„ (general model) 42 
1 44 
β 44 
Χα,,π (general model) 44 
У
М
 4 7 
Υί,η 47 
У^  52 
Yj 49 
complex Wiener process W 55 
Cj 56 
C,,
m
 56 
У3 58 
¿(Уі) 58 
( , ) о п £ ( у , ) 58 
с, 59 
zj e L(y}) 60 
MLEcj(w) 61 
MLE-y^w) 63 
£ 67 
Φ = {Фз.т} 64 
Q = {ïj.m} 64 
dn 65 
d,,,. 65 
dj m,η 65 
O," e Ö 
Сj,πι,η " О 
Condition (С) 68 
( , ) on С " 71 
L(x) 75 
LSE d
n
 76 
dj,7n,n 76 
7j.n 7 7 
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Samenvatting (Summary in Dutch) 
Het gebruik van operatoren in bijna onstabiele modellen 
Als we aannemen dat de observaties gegeven worden door een autoregressie vergelijking die afhangt 
van een onbekende parameter, dan kunnen we de kleinste-kwadraten schatter van de onbekende 
parameter bepalen Het is bekend dat de limietverdeling en de normalisatie van deze schatter 
wordt bepaald door het feit of het bijbehorende karakteristieke polynoom al dan niet nulpunten 
op de rand van de eenheidscirkel heeft Dit leidde tot de introductie van het zogenaamde bijna 
onstabiele model, een model waarin de nulpunten van het karakteristieke polynoom van het aantal 
observaties afhangt en minstens één nulpunt met zekere snelheid naar de rand van de eenheidscirkel 
convergeert Het bijna onstabiele model is het uitgangspunt van hel proefschrift 
Na de introductie (Deel I) bestuderen we in Deel II hoofdzakelijk de zwakke convergentie van 
processen, die opgebouwd worden door de observaties in een bijna onstabiel model De obser-
vaties die gegenereerd worden door een bijna onstabiel model kunnen worden geschreven als een 
stochastische trapfunctie Dit idee wordt verduidelijkt in Hoofdstuk 4 Stelling 5 6 en Stelling 5 7 
kan men zien als het belangrijkste resultaat van het proefschrift Ze verbinden de zwakke conver 
gentie van bovengenoemde trapfuncties met de convergentie van zekere integraaloperatoren Deze 
operatoren spelen een belangrijke rol in het proefschrift 
De resultaten m de Hoofdstukken 1 tot en met 4 zijn de noodzakelijke voorbereidingen voor Stelling 
δ 6 en Stelling 5 7 In Hoofdstuk 1 bekijken we operatoren op Banarh ruimten We introduceren 
een convergentiebegrip voor operatoren en bewijzen een generalisatie van een bekende stelling uit 
de Functionaalanalyse (zie Stelling 1 7) In Hoofdstuk 2 worden twee operatoren, de schuifoper-
ator en de rotatieoperator, op de vektorruimte <Cn gedefinieerd, die een rol spelen door het hele 
proefschrift Verder worden enkele eigenschappen van deze operatoren bewezen In Hoofdstuk 3 
definieren we twee topologieen, de uniforme topologie en de Skorokhod topologie, op de cadla-
gruiinte, een functieruimte bestaande uit functies die rechts-continu zijn en die een linker limiet 
hebben Ook worden ïnlegraaloperatoren op deze cadlagruimte geïntroduceerd (zie Stelling 3 6, 
Corollanum 3 7 en Stelling 3 8) In Hoofdstuk 4 laten we ?ien dat C™ kan worden ingebed in 
bovengenoemde cadlagruimte In Hoofdstuk 5 laten we zien dat de twee topologieen twee verschil-
lende zwakke-convergentie begrippen induceren en geven we verbanden tussen beide begrippen 
Tevens bestuderen we problemen inzake meetbaarheid die een rol spelen in Stelling 5 6 en Stelling 
5 7 In de Hoofdstukken 6 tot en met 9 bestuderen we verschillende bijna onstabiele modellen 
en we passen Stelling 5 6 en Stelling 5 7 verscheidene malen toe Het verband tussen bijna on 
stabiele modellen en stochastische integraalvergelijkingen wordt duidelijk gemaakt In Hoofdstuk 
9 wordt het volgende resultaat afgeleid, wat ook relevant is voor de zogenaamde gecointegreerde 
modellen ("co-integrated models'') in de Econometrie zonder verlies der algemeenheid kan men 
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het stationaire deel van het karakteristieke polynoom weglaten lenslotte geven we in Hoofdstuk 
10 resultaten voor het bijna onstabiele ARMA-model 
In deel III bestuderen we hoofdzakeh]k de relatie tussen klcinste-kwadraten ("least squares") 
schatters, verbonden met bijna onstabiele modellen, en maximale waarschijnlijkheid (' rnaximum-
likehhood") schatters, verbonden met stochastische integraalvergelijkingen In de Hoofdstukken 
1,2 en 3 worden resultaten afgeleid voor modellen met continue tijd Ten eerste bewijzen we een 
formule voor de Radon Nikodym afgeleide van maten, die gegenereerd worden door een zekere 
stochastische differentiaalvergelijking (zie Stelling 1 1, Hoofdstuk 1) Ten tweede introduceren we 
de maximale-waarschijnlijkheid schatter van de vector van coëfficiënten (Stelling 2 6, Hoofdstuk 2) 
en van de vector van wortels (Corollarium 3 2) van een zekere stochastische integraalvergelijking 
In Hoofdstuk 4 voegen we een nieuwe collectie van parameters toe bij de al eerder geïntroduceerde 
coëfficiënten van het karakteristieke polynoom We laten zien dat er een lineair bijectief verband is 
tussen deze coëfficiënten en de nieuwe collectie parameters (71e Lemma4 1), en we bewijzen dat deze 
nieuwe collectie parameters convergeert naar de coëfficiënten van bovengenoemde integraalvergeli-
jking (zie Lemma 4 2) In Hoofdstuk 5 wordt duidelijk wat het verband is tussen kwadratische 
vormen en de Radon-Nikodym afgeleide In Hoofdstuk 6 introduceren we de kleinste-kwadraten 
schatter voor de nieuwe collectie parameters uit Hoofdstuk 4 Tenslotte bewijzen wc de zwakke 
convergentie van deze kleinste-kwadraten schatter naar een limiet, die gegenereerd wordt door de 
maximale-waarschijnhjkheid schatters uit Hoofdstuk 2 (zie Stelling 6 5) 
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Stellingen 
behorende bij het proefschrift 
Applications of Operators in Nearly Unstable Models 
van 
Tjacco van der Meer 
1) Het ware beter als het concept van de vocaalharmonie in de Hongaarse taal ook in de 1-ste 
persoon enkelvoud van de onbepaalde vervoeging van de voorwaardelijke wijs was 
vastgehouden, aangezien verwarring met de 3-de persoon meervoud van de bepaalde 
vervoeging van de voorwaardelijke WIJS onwaarschijnlijk is 
2) Het adagium ' Beter ten halve gekeerd dan ten hele gedwaald" leidt, mits consequent 
toegepast, tot 1/3 dwaling 
3) Het bestaan van vrouwen die "Ja" bedoelen als zij "Nee" zeggen, kan met met een enquête 
worden aangetoond. 
4) Het succes van een groep geblinddoekte apen ten opzichte van een panel van experts m een 
bekend beursexperiment, rechtvaardigt de overweging dit idee ook m de polibek toe te 
passen 
5) Het adagium "Eerlijk duurt het langst" moet men als volgt interpreteren "Als men rijk 
wil worden, duurt dit het langst als men eerlijk is" 
6) Minder dan 6 stellingen zou mogelijk moeten zijn. 
7) Om de faculteit Natuurwetenschappen een meer romantisch appeal te geven, dient 
minstens één krankzinnige professor te worden aangesteld, die zich m de kelder 
bezighoudt met dubieze experimenten welke m de publiciteit komen 
8) Chinese reststeUing: bij het Chinese eten blijft altijd na het eten een rest over. 



